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The ability of view users to retrieve information contained in a database is studied. A 
measure of this ability, called “query capacity,” is introduced and shown to be valuable for 
defining important concepts concerning views. Three such notions, namely equivalence, redun- 
dancy, and decomposition of views, are identified and investigated. A key tool, called “tem- 
plate substitution,” is introduced to aid in these investigations. Among the major results 
obtained are the following: (1) Characterizations of view equivalence and redundancy in 
views. (2) The decidabihty of view equivalence. (3) A technique to eliminate redundancy in 
views. (4) The decomposition of a view into an essentially unique normal form. fi‘. 1986 
Academic Press. Inc. 
During the past decade, database management systems have been an increasingly 
important tool for the design, implementation, and application of information 
systems. The successful use of a database management system requires the selection 
of (i) a structure for information within the database (referred to here as a database 
schema) and (ii) a description of the specific data appropriate to each user (referred 
to here as a view) [6, 19, 201. A major impediment to this selection process is the 
absence of an adequate method for measuring the respective capabilities of com- 
peting views and database schemata. Several such measurement methods for 
database schemata have been proposed [ 1,5, 16). However, these measurement 
methods are inappropriate for views due to the special relationship between a view 
and its underlying database schema. The purpose of this paper is to introduce an 
appropriate measure of the capability of views and to study relationships between 
views of identical capability. 
Ultimately, the capability of a view is determined by the set of all view queries. 
For this reason, our measure of the capability of a view is based on the collective 
ability of the view queries to retrieve information contained in the underlying 
database. It is shown that each view query has a “surrogate” database query which 
always produces the same result. The set of all such “surrogates” is called the 
“query capacity” of a view and formally represents the capability of a view. The 
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notion of query capacity provides a simple means for defining and studying many 
concepts and questions pertaining to the query capability of user views. In par- 
ticular, the equivalence of, redundancy in, and normal forms for views are all easily 
and naturally expressable using query capacity. These conepts are formally defined 
and explored in the paper. 
The above three concepts are investigated in the context of the relational model 
of data. Two invaluable tools used in these investigations are the well-known tem- 
plate representation for queries [2] and a new template operation called “template 
substitution,” Using this operation, a template-based description is obtained of the 
query capacity of a view. The theory of templates is then used extensively to prove 
many of our results. Among these are the decidability of view equivalence, a charac- 
terization of redundancy in views, and the existence of a unique normal form for 
views based on “decompositions,” 
The paper is divided into four sections. The first reviews the relational model of 
data and introduces the elementary notions of “query capacity” and “view 
equivalence.” Several results are presented to motivate and display the naturalness 
of these notions. In addition, an important characterization of view equivalence in 
terms of “query set closure” is established. In the second section, the notion of tem- 
plate is reviewed and “template substitution” introduced. A powerful constructive 
formulation of “query set closure” is then presented and used to establish several 
results about decidability. 
The third section is devoted to the study of redundancy in views. It is shown that 
each view has an equivalent “nonredundant” view. Also, the “nonredundant” views 
equivalent to a given view are shown to be bounded in size, a result which yields 
insight into the relationship between “closed query sets” and “query capacity” of a 
view. In addition, many results are presented about the interaction between the 
(non)redundancy of a view and template representations of the queries defining the 
view. The fourth section introduces and examines “simplified” views, a normal form 
for views. It is shown that every view has an equivalent simplified view. In addition, 
several results about the relationship between a view and a simplified equivalent are 
established. These facts are then used to show the uniqueness of simplified views 
equivalent to a given view. Finally, a result is presented which testifies to the 
naturalness of simplified views as a normal form. 
I. FUNDAMENTALS 
In this section we review, and slightly extend, the known basic concepts needed 
for the development of our results. In addition, we introduce the notions of query 
capacity and view equivalence. We present several results which underscore the 
naturalness of these notions and warrant their study in the remainder of the paper. 
This study commences in the present section with two important characterization 
theorems. The first characterizes query capacity in terms of special sets of queries 
571133/2-8 
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called closed query sets. Because of this characterization, closed query sets play a 
fundamental role throughout our study. The second theorem provides a useful 
method for determining when two views are equivalent. 
The section is divided into live subsections, the first three of which develop the 
necessary formalisms for a multirelational database model. In subsection four, the 
definition of view equivalence by query capacity is motivated and introduced. Sub- 
section live contains a characterization of query capacity in terms of closed query 
sets, from which a characterization of view equivalence is then derived. 
1.1. Multirelational Databases 
We start with a brief review of elementary relational database theory. 
Throughout this work, we assume an infinite set of attributes. For each attribute 
A, we assume an infinite domain Dam(A) such that if A and B are distinct 
attributes, then Dam(A) n Dam(B) = 0. Elements of a domain are called symbols. 
A relation scheme is a finite nonempty set of attributes. A tuple is a mapping t 
from a relation scheme R into lJ A E R Dam(A) such that t(A) is in Dam(A) for each 
A in R. The collection of all tuples defined over R is denoted Tup(R). A relation on 
R is a finite subset of Tup(R). 
We assume an infinite set RN, of relation names. For each relation name 9, we 
assume a relation scheme R(q) called the type of 9. (Intuitively, each relation name 
q is the name of a relation on R(q)). We also assume that for each relation scheme 
R there are infinitely many relation names of type R. 
We are now ready to define the form of a multirelational database. 
DEFINITION. Let U be a finite set of attributes. A database schema over U is a 
finite, nonempty set 9 of relation names for which the union of types is U, that is, 
u ,.&R(v)= U. 
An instantiation is a mapping CI on RN, such that a(q) is a relation on R(q) for 
each q in RN,. Intuitively, an instantanation transforms a database schema into a 
database by specifying a relation for each relation name in the database schema. 
Finally, we recall the standard operations of projection and join. Let R be a 
relation scheme, X a nonempty subset of R, I a relation on R, and t a tuple in 
Tup(R). The projection of t onto X is the tuple t[X] in Tup(X) defined by 
(t[X])(A) = t(A) for each A in A’. The projection of I onto X is the relation ~~(1) = 
{ t [ X] ( t in 1} on X. The join of I and J, J a relation on Q, is the relation I W J = { t 
in Tup(R u Q)l t[R] is in I and t[Q] is in J} on R u Q. 
1.2. Expressions and Queries 
We now discuss the notion of expression, the basis of our method for extracting 
information from databases. 
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DEFINITION. A multirelational (m.r.) expression’ E and its attendant target 
relation scheme TRS(E) are defined inductively as follows: 
(i) Each relation name u] is an m.r. expression with target relation scheme 
R(v)- 
(ii) If E is an m.r. expression and X is a nonempty subset of TRS(E), then 
xX(E) is an m.r. expression with target relation scheme X. 
(iii) If E, ,..., E,, n > 1, are m.r. expressions, then E, w . . . w E,, is an m.r. 
expression with target relation scheme U;= I TRS(E,). 
Using induction the set of relation names in an m.r. expression E (denoted 
RN(E)) is: 
0) (~1) if E=v, q a relation name, 
(ii) RN(E,) if E= nX(E,), and 
(iii) U;=, RN(E,) if E= E, w ... w E,. 
Note that each relation name in RN(E) may appear more than once in E. An m.r. 
expression E defines a mapping from instantiations to relations on TRS(E). 
DEFINITION. Let E be an m.r. expression and c1 an instantiation. Then E(u) is the 
relation on TRS(E) defined by: 
(i) E(u) = LX(~) if E= g, 
(ii) E(a) = ~~(E,(cr)) if E= nx(E,), and 
(iii) E(a) = E,(u) W ...w E,(a) if E= E, cu...w E,. 
The mapping (denoted by E) from c1 to E(d), for all instantiations CC, is called an 
expression mapping. The m.r. expression E is said to realize (or be a realization of) 
the expression mapping E. 
Let E, and E, be m.r. expressions realizing the same expression mapping. Then 
E, and E, are said to be equivalent, written E, = E,. It can be shown that if 
E, = E,, then RN(E,) = RN(E,). Therefore, we may define the set of relation names 
of an expression mapping E (denoted RN(E)) as the set of relation names of any 
m.r. expression realizing E. 
Of the many possible database queries, we conern ourselves with those which can 
be specified by expressions. 
DEFINITION. A query of a database schema 9 is an expression mapping E such 
that RN(E) G 9. 
Suppose Q, and Q2 are queries of 9 over U realized by expressions E, and E,, 
respectively. For each nonempty XG TRS(E,), the projection of Q, onto X, denoted 
nx( Q , ), is the expression mapping realized by the expression nx( E, ). The join of Q , 
’ This notion is called a “relational expression” in [2]. 
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and Q2, denoted Q, w Q2, is the expression mapping realized by the expression 
(E, W E,). Clearly, the mappings so defined depend only on the mappings Qi and 
Q2, and are independent of the expressional realizations of Qi and Q2. 
1.3. Database Views 
We turn our attention to database views and view queries. 
DEFINITION. A view of a database schema 9 is a finite set of pairs {(E,, vi),..., 
(E,, q,)}, where each Ei is a query of 9 such that TRS(E,) = R(qj), each vi is in 
RN,, and vi # qj if 1 < i #j d n. The set { yli 11 < i < n} is called the oiew schema and 
9 the underlying database schema. 
Clearly, a view schema is a database schema. Information belonging to a database 
schema is given by an instantiation IX. The purpose of a view is to reorganize this 
information into the form of the view schema.2 Such a reorganization is accom- 
plished by an instantiation which is induced from a by the expression mappings in 
the view. Specifically, we have 
DEFINITION. Let Y = { (Ei, vi)1 1 d i Q n} be a view. For each instantiation a, let 
av- denote the instantiation defined for all q in RN, by a*-(q) = E,(a) if q = vi and 
a&q) = a(q) otherwise. The mapping ay is called the induced instantiation. 
Note that a,.- is uniquely defined since, by definition, the yli are distinct. An 
induced instantiation specifies the relations “belonging to” a view schema. A query 
of a view extracts information from these relations as follows: 
DEFINITION. A query of a view or view query is a query of the view schema. 
To accomplish the intended purpose of views we adopt the convention that view 
queries are applied only to induced instantiations. 
1.4. Equivalence of Views by Query Capacity 
We now turn our attention to the central concepts of this paper, namely query 
capacity and equivalence of views. 
We start by motivating query capacity with a result which states that every view 
query is a paraphrased version of a query of the underlying database. The proof is 
based on a process of “expression expansion” described in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4.1. Let E be an m.r. expression, and let RN(E)s {vi1 1 <i<n}. Let 
{ Ei 11 < i 6 n} be a set of m.r. expressions such that vi is of type TRS(E,), 1 < i < n. 
The formula i? obtainedfrom E by replacing each vi with Ei is an m.r. expression, and 
E(a) = E(Cr) for all instantiutions a and cl such that cl(qi) = E,(a), 1~ i < n. 
Proof The argument is by induction on the number of projections and joins in 
* Reorganization may (intentionally) cause a loss of information. 
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E. Suppose E has no projections or joins. Then E is qk for some 16 k 6 n. Therefore 
E is E,, which is an m.r. expression. Also, E(a) = Ek(CL) = oI(qk) = E(6). Now sup- 
pose the number of projections and joins in E is greater than zero. Either (i) E is 
nn,(D,) or (ii) E is D, W ‘. . W Dk for some k > 1 and expressions D, ,..., Dk. In either 
case, each D, must have relation names in {vi1 1 < i< H} since E does. Let 0, be the 
formula obtained from D,, 1 <j < k, by replacing each vi by E,. Each Dj has fewer 
projections and joins than E so, by induction, each Dj is an m.r. expression and 
d,(a) = Dj(cC) for all instantiations c(. In case i above, i.e., E is n,(D, ), i? is 7cX(b, ) 
and is thus an m.r. expression. Also, ij’(,) = [rcX(&)]@) = nX(&(a)) = 
x,~(D~(C())=[X~(D~)](CI)=E(&). In case ii above, i.e., E is D,w...cu D,, E is 
4, w . . . w D, and is therefore an m.r. expression. Also, &cc) = [D,w . . . wD-,](cr) = 
D,(a)W ... w n,(a)= D,(cl)w . ..w Dk(cl)= [D,w ... W Dk](C() = E(C). This concludes 
the induction. a 
THEOREM 1.4.2. For each view V of 9 and view query E of V”, there exists a uni- 
que query ,!? of 9 such that E(a) = E(a,-) for each instantiation CL 
Proof: First we consider existence. Let V = { (Ei, vi)/ 1 < i 6 n} and let E be 
obtained from E, {E, I 1 6 i 6 n > and {vi 1 1 6 i 6 n} as in the previous lemma. By 
that lemma and the definition of induced instantiation, i? has the desired property. 
The uniqueness follows from the fact that if E and E’ are queries of 9 such that 
(for each instantiation a) E(a) = E(a, ) and E’(a) = E(a, ) then E(a) = E’(a). A 
Thus, it is always possible to “answer” a view query E by submitting the query E 
to the underlying database, i.e., 2 acts as a surrogate for E. The set of all such 
surrogates completely describes, in terms of database queries, the capacity of view 
queries to extract information contained in a database. This is formalized as 
follows: 
DEFINITION. Let Y be a vieiv of 9. The query capacity of Y, denoted Cap(Y), 
is the set 
{E a query of 9 1 E(a) = E(a,-), for some view query E and each instantiation a >. 
Thus, query capacity of a view measures the capability of view users to retrieve 
information in the underlying database. Note that this measure is a set of queries of 
9, a set which exists independently of the view. Thus, the information retrieval 
ability of every view is measured by the same yardstick, thereby allowing com- 
parison. Informally, we say that two views are equivalent if their information 
retrieval abilities are the same. Formally, we have 
DEFINITION. Let -Y- and W be views of a database schema. Then Ilr dominates 
Wif Cap(W) G Cap(V), and V and W” are equioalent if Cap(V) = Cap(W). 
Thus, V and W are equivalent if and only if V dominates W and W dominates 
9-. 
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1.5. Characterization of Query Capacity and View Equivalence 
In this subsection we introduce the notion of closed query sets in order to charac- 
terize query capacity. Unlike the definition of query capacity, this characterization 
has the property of being independent of the view queries, and is consequently used 
as a “working definition” of query capacity. Our main result of the subsection 
(Theorem 1.1.5) presents a characterization of view equivalence which does not 
depend on view queries. 
DEFINITION. A query set of a database schema 9 over U is a subset of the 
queries of 9. A query set F is closed if it is closed under projection and join, that 
is, 
1 
and (‘) 
n,(E) is in Y for each query E in Y and relation scheme XE TRS( E), 
(ii) E, w E2 is in Y for all queries E, and E2 in Y. 
Note that the set of all queries of 9 is closed. Closed query sets are intimately 
related to query capacity and therefore to view equivalence. In the following sec- 
tions we frequently utilize this relationship to establish facts concerning query 
capacity. To clarify this relationship, we first need a definition and an obvious 
lemma (proof omitted). 
DEFINITION. For each query set 5, let Y = 0 {Y a closed query set 1 Y c Y}. 
The set Y is called the closure of F. 
Lemma 1.5.1. For each query set Y-, y exists and is the smallest closed query set 
containing’ 5. 
We are now ready to characterize query capacity. The following result states that 
the query capacity of a view is the closure of the set of queries which define the 
view. 
THEOREM 1.5.2. Let Y”= ((Ei, vi)1 1 <i<n} be a view and Y= {Eil 1 Bi<n}. 
Then Cap(Y) = Y. 
Proof: To see that 9 E Cap(Y), it s&ices to show (by Lemma 1.5.1) that 
(i) Cap(V) is a closed query set and 
(ii) Cap(V) contains Y. 
Consider (i). Suppose E, and E, are in Cap(V). By definition, there exist view 
queries E, and E, such that E1(ay)=EI(a) and E,(a,-)=&(a) for each 
instantiation a. Hence, [nx(E,)](a) = nX(E,(a)) = n,(E,(a,)) = [nx(E,)](av-) and 
[E, W E,](a) = (E,(a) w &(a)) = (E,(a,-) w E,(a,)) = [E, w Ez](a,), for each a 
3 By smallest, is meant that every closed query set containing I also contains f. 
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and appropriate X. Thus rr,(E,) and (E, cu E,) are in Cap(Y), i.e., Cap(V) is 
closed. 
Now consider (ii). Let Ei be a query in 5. There exists a view query, namely vi, 
such that ~i(cly)=aV(yli)= E;(a) for each a. Thus Ei is in Cap(V), whence 
7 s Cap(V). 
For the reverse containment, let E be in Cap(V), i.e., E is a view query such that 
E(a) = E(aV) for each a. A simple induction on the number of joins and projections 
in E shows that i? must be in every closed query set containing ‘9 and hence in Y’. 
Therefore, Cap(V) G Y. n ‘ 
We now turn to the major goal of the subsection, namely characterizing view 
equivalence. We first present two lemmas. The proof of the first (omitted) follows 
easily from Lemma 1.51. 
LEMMA 1.53. Let Y and Y be query sets of a database schema. Then 9 E y if 
and only if Y c 7. 
The second lemma characterizes view dominance. 
LEMMA 1.5.4. Let Y’“= {(Ei, vi)1 1 <i<n} and W= {(Dj, Aj)l 1 bjdk} be views 
of the same database schema. Then V dominates W if and only if 
{Oil 1 <j<k) cCap(“Y-). 
Proof. Let Y= (Eil 1 <i<n} and Y= {D,l 1 <j<k}. Consider the “only if’ 
part. Note that 
Y c 9 by Lemma 1.51, 
= Cap( ^/lr) by Theorem 1.5.2, 
s Cap( Y”) by definition of domination. 
Thus Y G Cap(V). Now consider the “if’ part. By Theorem 1.5.2, Cap(V) = Y. 
Hence, c!YsE. By Lemma 1.5.3, 9GF’. Again by Theorem 1.5.2, 
Cap(w) c Cap(V). Therefore V dominates -Iy-. n 
Theorem 1.5.5 below states that views V and -Iy- are equivalent if and only if the 
query capacity of each view contains the queries which define the other view. 
THEOREM 1.5.5. Let Y={(E,,~i)ll<i<n} and W={(Dj,~j)~l<j<k} be 
views of the same database schema. Then V and W are equivalent if and only if 
{Djl 1 <j<k} ECap(V) and (Eil 1 <i<n} &Cap(W). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 1.5.4 twice. n 
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2. TEMPLATE GENERATION OF QUERY CAPACITY 
In Section 1 we demonstrated that the closure of a query set is intimately related 
to query capacity. In this section we introduce an operation, called template sub- 
stitution, which is used as the basis of a constructive method for describing the 
closure of a query set. The advantage of a constructive representation for closure of 
a query set is that properties of the closure are then more easily inferred from the 
query set. As one application of this representation, we show that the equivalence of 
views is decidable (Theorem 2.4.12). Many other applications follow in the suc- 
ceeding sections. A casual or first-time reader may skip directly to the theorems of 
Subsection 2.4 without loss of continuity. Keep in mind that results about queries, 
query capacity and view equivalence are independent of how query mappings are 
realized, i.e., expressions or templates. 
The section is divided into four subsections. The first is devoted to a review of 
templates, an alternate method for realizing expression mappings. Templates (which 
are here extended to multirelational databases) provide a more tractable form for 
manipulating expression mappings. The second subsection introduces the operation 
of template substitution. The third subsection uses template substitution to con- 
struct the closure of a query set and therefore the query capacity of a view. The last 
subsection employs this construction of query capacity to determine the decidability 
of query-capacity membership and view equivalence. 
2.1. Multirelational Templates 
We now turn our attention to multirelational templates.4 We start with some 
basic definitions. 
For each attribute A, let 0, be a specific element in Dam(A). The symbol 0, is 
said to be distinguished, and all other symbols of Dam(A) are called non- 
distinguished. For each relation scheme R, let 0, be the tuple in Tup(R) defined by 
O,(A) = 0, for each A in R. 
In order to realize expression mappings (queries), templates must be applied to 
instantiations of a multirelational database. This requires tuples which have been 
“tagged” with a relation name, as defined below. 
DEFINITION. A tagged tuple (over U) is an ordered pair (t, q), where t is a tuple 
over U and q is a relation name such that R(q) G 17. For each A in U and Xc U, 
(t, q)(A) denotes the symbol t(A) and (t, q)[X] denotes the tuple t[X]. 
Thus, tagged tuples are just tuples with an appropriate associated relation name. 
When explicit reference to the relation name is not needed, a tagged tuple (t, q) will 
frequently be abbreviated z. 
4 This notion is called “tagged tableau” in [2] 
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DEFINITION. A multirelational (m.r.) template over U is a finite, nonempty set T 
of tagged tuples over U satisfying the following: 
(i) (A in U( t(A)=O,) sR(q) for each (t, r]) in T; 
(ii) if (tl,q,)#(t2,ty2) are tagged tuples in T, then {A in Ult,(A)= 
f2(A)WWdnNrlz); and 
(iii) there exists z in T and A in U such that r(A) = 0,. 
The purpose of conditions (i) and (ii) above is to guarantee that all important 
symbols of a tuple (t, q) (i.e., the distinguished symbols and those which appear in 
several tagged tupples) occur among the attributes of R(q). Condition (iii) guaran- 
tees that template mappings (defined below) return relations on nonempty relation 
schemes. 
Since templates are a replacement for expressions, they have similar associated 
sets. In particular, the target relation scheme of a template T over U is the set 
TRS(T)={AinUIs(A)=O,forsomerinT} 
and the set of relation names of T is the set 
RN(T)= {ql(t, r])is in T}. 
A template T “extracts” a relation from an instantiation c1 by “embedding” each 
tuple (t, q) of T in the relation LX(~). To define “embedding,” functions are needed 
which map tuples to tuples. 
DEFINITION. A valuation f is a function from IJ {Dom(A)IA an attribute} into 
IJ {Dom(A)IA an attribute} such thatf(a) is in Dam(A) for all attributes A and 
all a in Dam(A). The function f is extended to tuples and tagged tuples as follows. 
For each tuple t in Tup(R) (R a relation scheme) let f(t) be the tuple in Tup(R) 
defined by (f(t))(A) =f(t(A)h f or all A in R. For each tagged tuple (t, q), 
f((c rl)) = (“0th rl). 
Clearly, for all nonempty XL R, (f( t))[X] =f( t[X] ). Using valuations we now 
have 
DEFINITION. Let c1 be an instantiation and T and m.r. template. An a-embedding 
of T is a valuationfsuch that (f(t))[R(q)] is a tuple in the relation a(q) for each 
(t, q) in T. 
An m.r. template T defines a mapping from instantiations to relations on 
TRS( T). 
Notation. Let T be an m.r. template and c1 an instantiation. Then T(E) is the 
relation tf(%s,TJf is an cc-embedding of T} on TRS(T). 
Note that each symbol in T(u) is a symbol in x(q) for some (t, q) in T. Since T 
and each cc(q) is finite, T(u) is finite. 
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Notation. Let M, and M, be either m.r. expressions, m.r. templates, or one of 
each. We write M, = M, if M,(a) = MZ(~) for each instantiation c(. 
It is readily seen that for M, E M, , TRS(M,) = TRS(M,) and RN(M,) = 
RN(M,). As the above notation suggests, some templates realize expression map- 
pings. 
DEFINITION. A multirelationaZ expression (m.r.e.) template is a m.r. template T 
such that TS E for some m.r. expression E. 
Algorithm 2.1.1 below can be used to convert an m.r. expression E into an m.r. 
template T such that T = E. 
ALGORITHM 2.1.1 [2]. Let E be an m.r. expression realizing a query of a 
database schema 9. Recursively construct an m.r. template T as follows: 
(i) Suppose E= q for some relation name r]. Then T= {(t, q)}, where (t, ‘I) 
is a tagged tuple over U such that (t, q)(A) = 0, if and only if A in R(q). 
(ii) Suppose E = n,(E,) and T, is an m.r. template such that T, = E, . Then 
T is the template derived from T, by replacing 0, with a new nondistinguished 
symbol, for each A in U- X. 
(iii) Suppose E = E, w ... w E,, and T1,..., T, are m.r. templates constructed so 
that T, z Ei, 1 Q i < n. By relabelling nondistinguished symbols if necessary, the T, 
can be chosen to contain pairwise disjoint nondistinguished symbols. Then T is the 
template lJ;=i Ti. 
Proposition 2.1.2 below states that the template T generated by the above 
algorithm realizes the same mapping as E. The proof (omitted here) is similar to 
the case of single relational databases [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.2. Algorithm 2.1.1 is an effective procedure which, when given an 
m.r. expression E realizing a query of a database schema 9 over U, produces an m.r. 
template T over U such that Tr E. 
2.2. Template Substitution 
In this subsection we introduce template substitution, an operation on collections 
of templates which replaces symbols in a special way. We then show that this 
operation yields a template whose mapping is a composition of template mappings. 
This fact is the critical ingredient in the constructive description of query set closure 
contained in the next subsection. 
In order to define template substitution we need the following two notions: 
(i) template assignment, a formalism for assigning templates to relation 
names, and 
(ii) symbol replacement, a function to accomplish replacing and “marking” of 
symbols in templates. Turning to (i) we have 
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DEFINITION. A template (-over-U) assignment is a mapping /I from RN, to m.r. 
templates over U such that TRS(/?(q)) = R(q) for each relation name q satisling 
R(q) 5: u. 
The purpose of a template assignment is to associate with each tagged tuple (t, q) 
a specific template p(q). 
We now consider (ii) (i.e., symbol replacement). For clarity, we shall first define 
an auxiliary operation for “marking” nondistinguished symbols. During the course 
of these discussions, let Dam(U) be the set lJ {Dom(A)IA in U}. 
Notation. For each template T over U, let mark. be a specific one-to-one 
function from T x Dom( U) into Dom( U) such that mark.(r, a) is a non- 
distinguished symbol in Dam(A) not appearing in T, for each tagged tuple t in T, 
A in U, and a in Dam(A). Furthermore, for each tagged tuple r in T, let mark’, be 
the function from Dam(U) into Dam(U) defined by mark’,(u)=markr(z, a) for 
each a in Dom( U). The symbol mark’,(u) is referred to as the symbol “a” marked 
by tagged tuple r. 
We are now ready to define symbol replacement. 
Notation. For each template T over U and tagged tuple z in T, let p; (called the 
T symbol-replacement function for T) be the specific mapping from Dom( U) into 
Dom( U) defined by p;(O,) = r(A) f or each A in U, and p;(u)=mark’,(u) for all 
other symbols a in Dom( U). The symbol p’,(u) is usually denoted (z, a),, or 
(T, a) if T is understood. 
Thus, the r symbol-replacement function accomplishes two tasks: It replaces dis- 
tinguished symbols in each Dom(A ) by t(A), and replaces nondistinguished sym- 
bols by “marked” symbols not in T. The former constitutes the essence of template 
substitution, while the latter is a technicality used to eliminate “crosstalk.” 
The above notation ((r, u)r) is now generalized from symbols (in the second 
coordinate) to tuples, tagged tuples, and templates. 
Notation. Let T be a tagged tuple in a template T. For each tuple s, tagged tuple 
(s, A), and template S, let 
(i) (T,s)~ be the tuple in Tup(U) defined by (r,~)~(A)=(r,s(A))~for 
each A in U, 
(ii) (r, (s, A)), be the tagged tuple ((z, s),, A), and 
(iii) (z, s), be the template {(T, (s, A)),](& A) in s}. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1. Let U be the attribute set {A, B, C} and let T be an m.r. tem- 
plate over U. Consider the tagged tuples (over U) tl = ((O,b,c,), ql), o, = (s,, Y/~), 
and Go= ((O,b,c,), q3), where si = (u30Bc3). Also, let S, be the m.r. template 
{a,> 02}. Then the 7, symbol-replacement function for T yields 
CT,, S,> = ((z,, %>(T,, o,)(z,, C3)) by part (i) of the preceding notation, 
= (<T,Y ~3) b,(T,t ~3)) by definition of symbol replacement. 
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Also from the preceding notation 
CT,, 0,) = ((~12 Sl L v3) 
and 
= {(((z,, a3> b, CT13 c,>), VJ, ((O,(z,, b,)(~,, c,>), 43% 
We are now ready to define template substitution. 
DEFINITION. Let T be an m.r. template over U and p a template-over-U 
assignment. The substitution of B by T, written T -+ fi, is the m.r. template 
U(I.I,E T (UT rl), /WC over U. 
Intuitively, each ((t, q), fi(q))T. is a copy of /I(q) in which 
(i) nondistinguished symbols in p(q) are marked by (t, q) (making them 
peculiar to ( (t, r ), P(v) > T) and 
(ii) distingui h d s e symbols 0, in B(q) are replaced by t(A). 
Note that only symbols of T may appear in more than one ((t, q), j(q)) T. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.2. Let T, Si and S2 be the m.r. templates over ABC of Fig. 1. If j 
is a template assignment with fi(qi) = S, and /I(qz) = Sz, then T+ /3 is the template 
in Fig. 1. In this figure we have appended to the relation names their type, e.g., a 
relation name q, of type ABC is written y~i: ABC. 
As shown in Theorem 2.2.3 below, the result of a substitution T+ j is an m.r. 
template whose value on instantiation c1 is the relation derived by applying T to the 
“effect of /I on a.” The proof (which can be found in [9]) follows from the fact that 
substitution is an associative operation. Before we present this result, we define the 
“effect of /I on ~1.” 
Notation. For each instantiation c1 and template-over-U assignment fi, let /I + c( 
be the instantiation defined by 
(i) [JI + a](q) = [/?(q)](m) for all relation names q satisfing R(q) G U and 
(ii) [/I -+ a I(u) = a(q) otherwise. 
THEOREM 2.2.3. For each m.r. template T over U, template-over-U assignment B 
and instantiation a, [T-+/?](a) = T(/? + a). 
To use template substitution with expression templates, we need the following 
corollary about preservation of expression mappings under substitution. 
COROLLARY 2.2.4. Let T be an m.r.e. template over U and /I a template-over-U 
assignment such that p(q) is an m.r.e. template for all q in RN(T). Then T + p is an 
m.r.e. template. 
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71 = 
72 = 
73 = 
61 = 
u’2 = 
63 = 
u4 = 
< 71,Ul >= 
< 71,u2 >= 
< Q,c73 >= 
c 72, u4 >= 
< 73,c73 >= 
< T3,U4 >= 
A 
OA 
al 
al 
a3 
OA 
0 A 
a4 
< rl,a3 > 
0 A 
al 
< 72,a4 > 
al 
< 7394 > 
FIG. I. Example of template substitution. 
B C 
bl 
OB 
b2 
-T- 
Cl 
c2 
OC 
OE 
b3 
- Sl - 
C3 
c3 
OB 
b4 
- sz - 
c4 
OC 
bl 
< n,bs > 
OB 
< mb4 > 
bz 
< n,b4 > 
-T-+B- 
< TI,C3 > 
< Tl,C3 > 
< 72&4 > 
c2 
-c 73&4 > 
oc 
, RN, 
, m:AB 
t q2: ABC 
, q2:ABC 
, v3:ABC 
I q3:ABC 
, q,:ABC 
, n4:ABC 
, q3:ABC 
, q3:ABC 
, n4:ABC 
, q,:ABC 
, n,:ABC 
, q4:ABC 
Proof. Let {E} u {Eilqi in RN(T)} b e a set of m.r. expressions such that Es T 
and E, = /II for all vi in RN(T). Let i? be the expression obtained from E and the 
E,‘s as in Lemma 1.4.1. For each instantiation CI, [T + p](a) = T(/? + ~1) = 
E(fl -+ M) = E(a) by Lemma 1.4.1. Therefore T + /I is the m.r. expression mapping 
B n 
As an example of Corollary 2.2.5, consider the templates T and T-+ /? of Exam- 
ple 2.2.2. Since TE n,(q,) w rcBC(zAB(qZ) w x~~(I]~)), T is an m.r.e. template. Thus, 
T --) p must be an m.r.e. template. Indeed, it can be shown (using Algorithm 2.1.1 
and Corollary 2.4.2 from Subsection 2.4) that T-+ fi = n,(~~) w xe(q4) wn,(q,). 
2.3. Template Generation of Query Capacity 
In this subsection, we present a major tool of the paper, namely, the use of tem- 
plate substitution to construct the closure of query sets. We then show that the 
closure of a query set Y is exactly the set of queries which can be derived from .Y 
by a special form of template substitution called a “construction.” Thus, every 
query in the query capacity of a view can be represented by a construction. We 
start with a lemma and the definition of a construction. 
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LEMMA 2.3.1. Let T, and T, be m.r.e. templates over U, let B be a template-over- 
U assignment, and let X G TRS( T,). Then 
(i) rc,.J T, + j?) = T,, + /?, where T, i s a template realizing the expression map- 
ping nX( T, ), and 
(ii) (CT,-+Dlw CT2+P1)-T,,+P, h w ere T,, is a template realizing the 
expression mapping (T, w T,). 
Proof To show these equivalences, let c1 be an instantiation. First consider (i). 
Then [7cX( T, + /?)](a) = nX( [ Ti + /?](a)) = xX( T,(fi + a)), by Theorem 2.2.4, = 
[~AT1)1(P+@)= T,(P+~)= CT, + P](X), again by Theorem 2.2.4. Since a is 
arbitrary, (i) is true. 
Now consider (ii). Then [(T, +/?)w (T,+fl)](a)= [T, -+/?](cc)w [T,+p] 
(a) = T,(B-a)w TAP-+@) = CT,wTJ(P-ta) = T,,(P-,~) = C~,,-*PlW. 
Since CI is arbitrary, (ii) is true. n 
DEFINITION. Let Y be a query set of 9 and Q an m.r. template realizing a query 
of 9. If T -+ B = Q for some m.r.e. template T and template assignment /I such that 
B(q) is a query in Y for each v in RN(T), then the template substitution T -+ b is 
said to be a construction of Q from Y. 
As an example of a construction, consider the templates S, , S,, and T + p of 
Example 2.2.2. Let Q be the template 
A B 
0, bl 
a, 08 
a2 b, 
c RN, 
Cl ‘1.1: AB 
q4: ABC 
:< ‘/.,: ABC. 
Using Corollary 2.4.2 (of Subsection 2.4), it can be shown that T -+ /3 - Q. Thus, 
T+ p is a construction of Q from {S, , S,}. 
We now present the main result of the subsection. Unlike the definition of query 
set closure, the theorem characterizes query set closure in a contructive manner. It 
states that the closure of a query set F is exactly the collection of all possible con- 
structions from 5. 
THEOREM 2.3.2. For each query set 9 of 9, 
r = {queries Q of 9 1 there exists a construction T + /I of Q from 9 ). 
Proof Let 9 = {queries Q of 9 1 there exists a contruction T -+ B of Q from S}. 
To see FE 9 it suffices to show (by Lemma 1.5.1 that 
(i) 9 is a closed query set and 
(ii) 9 contains 5. 
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Consider (i). Let T, + /?i and T2 + /?I be in 9. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume RN( T,) n RN(T,) = 0. (If not, the relation names of T, can be 
changed and fi2 redefined to achieve disjointness without affecting the mapping 
T, + b2.) Let B be a template assignment such that B(q) = pi(q) if q in RN( T,), and 
p(q) = b*(q) if q in RN( T,). Since T, -+ b, is a construction, xX( T, + PI) is in 9 by 
Lemma 2.3.1. By definition of /I, ([T,-+/l,] w [T2+pz])-([T1 -+/?I w 
[T, + /?I). The latter is also in 9. Thus, 9 is closed. 
Now consider (ii). Let T be a query in .Y. To show that T is in 9, we must dis- 
play a template and a template assignment with the appropriate properties. Let q be 
a relation name of type TRS( T), and t a tuple defined by t(A) = 0, if A in TRS( T) 
and t(A) is a new nondistinguished symbol for all other A in U. The set {(t, q)} is 
an m.r. template over U realizing the expression mapping q. Now let /? be a tem- 
plate assignment such that B(q) = T. Clearly, {(t, q)} --+ b E T. Thus T is in 9, 
whence Y c 9. 
To see the reverse inclusion, let T + b be in 9. Let {E} u { Ei 1 q i inRN( T) } be a 
set of mr. expressions such that E = T and Ei E p(q;) for all 4; in RN(T). Let i? be 
the expression obtained from E and the Eis as in Lemma 1.4.1, so that EE T + /I. 
A simple induction on the number of joins and projections in E shows that i? is in 
every closed query set containing Y and hence is in Y. Therefore, 9 G Y. n 
Thus, a query is in 9 if and only if the query can be realized by a template sub- 
stitution T + /? such that fi(RN( T)) E r. As will be seen subsequently, this fact is 
an extremely useful tool. 
2.4. Decidability of View Equivalence 
In this subsection, we show that two important questions about query capacity 
are decidable. The first is whether or not a given database query belongs to the 
query capacity of a specific view. In other words, can the database query be 
“answered” by a view query? The second question is whether or not two given 
views have the same query capacity, that is, are the views equivalent. Our 
investigations require the notions of template homomorphism and reduction of 
templates. We discuss them in tern below. 
The first notion, template homomorphism, is similar to cc-embedding. Recall that 
an a-embedding is a special valuation which embeds a template into a collection of 
relations. A template homomorphism is a special valuation which maps a template 
into another template. Formally, we have 
DEFINITION. Let T and S be m.r. templates over U. A homomorphism from T to 
S is a valuation f such that f (0,) = 0, for each A in U, and f (t) is a tagged tuple 
in S for each tagged tuple r in T. If, in addition, f is a bijection from lJ { Dom(A)I A 
an attribute} onto U { Dom(A)I A an attribute} and f -’ is a homomorphism from 
S to T, then f is called an isomorphism of T and S. 
Homomorphisms play a vital role in the following three results from [2]. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4.1. For all m.r. templates T and S, S(a) c T(a) for each instan- 
tiation tl tf and only tf there exists a homomorphism from T to S. 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. For all m.r. templates T and S, T = S if and only if there exists 
homomorphisms in both directions, 
PROPOSITION 2.4.3. Given m.r. templates T and S over U, it is decidable if T = S. 
The second notion is that of reduction of templates. A template is said to be 
reduced if no smaller template produces the same mapping. Formally, we have 
DEFINITION. An m.r. template T is reduced if5 # (T) < #(S) for each template 
Sr T. 
Major facts concerning reduced templates are stated in the first two of the follow- 
ing three propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.4 [2]. There exists an effective procedure which, when given a 
template T, returns a reduced template S such that SG T and SE T. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.5 [lo]. Every m.r. template contained in a reduced m.r. 
expression template is an m.r. expression template. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.6 [lo]. It is decidable whether an arbitrary given template is 
an expression template. 
Before presenting the first theorem on decidability, we state and prove four lem- 
mas. The first three lemmas are technical and the last concerns the decidability of 
membership in closed query sets. 
LEMMA 2.4.7. Let Y be a query set of 9, Q an m.r. template and T -+ j3 a con- 
struction of Q from Y. For each homomorphism ffrom Q to T -+ p, the set Tf= (z in 
TI (z, P)~ is in f (Q) for some tagged tuple p} is an m.r. template contained in T such 
that Q = T,+ B. 
Proof Clearly, Tr is an m.r. template (since homomorphisms preserve dis- 
tinguished symbols) contained in T. Since T + /I is a construction of Q, Q E T + /?. 
By Corollary 2.4.2, there exists a homomorphism h from T-+ B to Q. Let 
s= U (((6 ul), B(v)>~ I(& v) in Tf). Since T-B= U{<(tT rlh B(v)>~ I(& u) in T), S 
is a subset of T -+ fi. Therefore, h is a homomorphism from S to Q. If 0 is in Q and 
f(a) = (z, p) T for some p, then r is in Tr and (7, p) T is in S. Therefore, f is a 
homomorphism from Q to S. By Corollary 2.4.2, Q-S. Now, T+ fl= 
(((t, q, /?(v))~, [(t, q) in T,}. Clearly, TJ+ /I = S. Therefore, Q z Tf-+ p. n 
5 By #(T) is meant the number of elements in T. 
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LEMMA 2.48. For each m.r. template Q realizing a query in the closure of a query 
set Y, there exists a construction T -+ /? of Q from Y such that # (T) < # (Q). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.2, there exists a construction E + fl of Q from F-. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume E is reduced. (Indeed, suppose E is not 
reduced. By Proposition 2.4.4, there exists a reduced template SG E such that 
S E E. By Theorem 2.2.4, [E + /?](a) = E(B + a) = S(p + a) = [S -+ /3](a) for each 
instantiation a. Thus, E -+ /? E S -+ /I, whence S + /I is a construction of Q from F-.) 
Since E + D is a construction of Q, Q = E + b. By Corollary 2.4.2, there exists a 
homomorphism f from Q to E+ /?. Let lZ,= {(f(s), q) in E(s, n) in Q}. By 
Lemma 2.4.7, E, is an m.r. template and E,+ /I E Q. By definition of E,, 
# (Er) d # (Q). By Proposition 2.4.5, E, is an m.r. expression template. Therefore, 
E, -+ p is a construction of Q from F with the desired properties. n 
LEMMA 2.4.9. Let 9 he a database schema over U, k 3 1 an integer and 
V,,, c Dam(A) a fixed set of exactly k + 1 symbols inlcuding 0, for each A in U. Let 
Jk = { m.r. expression templates T over U 1 RN(T) c 9 and z(A) in V, for each r in T 
and A in U). Then 
(i) Jk is finite and is effectively calculable given k, U, ~3, and the V,, and 
(ii) there exists an effective procedure which, given an m.r. expression template 
Q such that Q realizes a query of 53 and # (Q) <k, returns a template T in Jk such 
that T- Q. 
Proof Let P= ((t, r)lrl in G@ and t(A) in V, for each A in U}. Since U, 9, and 
each V, is finite, P is finite and effectively calculable. Let R be the collection of all 
subsets of P. Clearly, R is finite and effectively calculable. Note that R contains Jk 
in addition to sets which are not templates and templates which are not expression 
templates. Using the definition of templates and Proposition 2.4.6, these extraneous 
sets can be effectively removed from R, leaving J,. This shows part (i). 
To see (ii), we merely note that any systematic (distinguished-preserving) 
replacement of the symbols in Q by symbols in V, results in a template in Jk which 
is equivalent to Q, i.e., Q is simply an isomorphic copy of some template in J,. 
Since # (Q) < k this process is effective. n 
LEMMA 2.4.10. Given an arbitrary finite set 5 of m.r. templates realizing a query 
set of 9 over U and an m.r. template Q over U, it is decidable I~Q realizes a query in 
JF’. 
Proof. An effective procedure is described and then shown to answer the desired 
question. Let k = # (Q) and let Jk be as in Lemma 2.4.9. Let %’ = { m.r. templates 
S+yl S+ y is a construction from F, and S in J,}. Since Jk is effectively 
calculable and RN(S) is contained in the finite set F for each S in J,, the set J.? is 
finite and is effectively calculable given Jk and F. By Proposition 2.4.3, the mem- 
571/33/2-9 
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bership of Q in 9 can be effectively determined. To conclude, it suffices to show 
that Q is in =FY? if and only if Q is in F. 
The “only if’ part is clear since 9 2 F by Theorem 2.3.2. To see the “if’ part, 
suppose Q is in F. By Lemma 2.4.8, there exists a construction T + /I of Q from F 
such that #(T) 6 #(Q) = k. By (ii) of Lemma 2.4.9, there exists S in Jk such that 
S=T.Clearly, S+p=T+b.Thus, S-+p(=Q)’ is a construction in 2. n 
We are now ready to present the first decidability result. It states that mem- 
bership in the query capacity of a view is decidable. 
THEOREM 2.4.11. Given an arbitrary view Y of 9 and an arbitrary template Q 
realizing a query of 9, it is decidable if Q is in Cap(V). 
Proof: The result follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.2, Theorem 1.5.2, 
and Lemma 2.4.10. n 
Thus, it is possible to determine if an arbitrary query of a database can be 
answered by a user working only with a specific view. This result can easily be 
extended to show the decidability of view equivalence. 
THEOREM 2.4.12. Given arbitrary views V and W of the same database, it is 
decidable if Iv and W” are equivalent. 
Proof: Let v= {tEj9 v]i)l l <i<n} and ~={(E,,r,)ll<jdk}. By 
Theorem 1.55, Y and YV are equivalent if and only if { Ej 1 1 <j < k} G Cap(V) and 
{ Ei ( 1 < i < n } c Cap( %“). These inclusions can be effectively determined by a finite 
number of applications of Proposition 2.1.2 and Theorem 2.4.11. n 
3. REDUNDANCY IN VIEWS 
In this section we introduce and examine the concept of redundancy in a view. 
Basically, a view contains redundancy if some defining query does not play an 
indispensable role in determining the view query capacity. (The characterization of 
query capacity by query set closure provides a very powerful, yet simple, method 
for determining when a defining query is indispensable.) A view is nonredundant if 
it contains no redundant defining queries. We show that redundancy can always be 
removed, i.e., for each view there exists an equivalent nonredundant view. 
The section is divided into three subsections. The first introduces the notion of 
nonredundancy. We show that each view can be converted to some nonredundant 
view and that all such views are bounded in size. The remaining two subsections 
consider template realizations of queries which define nonredundant views. These 
subsections may be skipped by the casual or first-time reader. 
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3.1. Nonredundant Query Sets and Views 
In this subsection, we introduce the notion of nonredundancy in query sets and 
views. Nonredundancy implies that a view specifies its corresponding query 
capacity in a succinct manner. We show that for each view there is an equivalent 
nonredundant view and that all such nonredundant views are bounded in size. We 
also demonstrate the existence of closed query sets which are not the query capacity 
of a view. 
In Section 1 we saw that each view Y = { ( Ti, vi)1 1 Q i< n} corresponds to a 
finite query set r = { Ti Il< i < n} whose closure determines the query capacity of 
V. If #(r) < n, then V clearly contains redundancy which can easily be removed 
by eliminating some pairs in Y. This derived view has query capacity y. To 
eliminate redundancy then, we might assume that no view contains the same query 
in two or more of its pairs. This assumption is not enough. It is possible for a pair 
in a view to contain a query Q which does not “contribute” to the query capacity 
even though Q is unique among the pairs in the view. (For example, the view 
Y u w of Example 3.1.5 below.) The query Q is surely redundant. The notion of a 
redundant query is formalized as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let 5 be a query set of 9. A query T in 5 is redundant if T is in 
the closure of y - {T} and nonredundant otherwise. The query set Y is nonredun- 
dant if T is nonredundant for each T in y-. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.1. Let 9 = {q} be a database schema, S, = nc,,(q), S, =rr,&q), 
and S= S, w SZ. Clearly, S is redundant in {S, S,, S,}, while {S,, S,} is non- 
redundant. 
The following propositions state useful properties of nonredundant query sets. 
The proofs (omitted) are straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. A query set F is nonredundant if and only if g properly con- 
tains 9 for all Y properly contained in Y. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.3. For each nonredundant query set F and subset Y of F-, 9’ is 
nonredundant. 
The notion of nonredundancy can be applied to views as follows: 
DEFINITION. A view {(Ti, vi)/ 16i6n) is nonredundant if Ti#Tj, 1 <i<j<n, 
and { Ti 11 d i < n > is nonredundant. 
For example, let w = { (S, , A,), ( S1, A,)} be a view, where S, and S, are as in 
Example 3.1.1. Then w is a nonredundant view. 
Note that without the notion of query set closure, redundancy in a view is a 
property easy to overlook. Yet, once aware of the notion of query set closure, 
redundancy becomes a natural concept and is simple to define. 
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A nonredundant view efficiently represents its query capacity since no subset of 
the queries defining the view generates the entire query capacity. If a view is redun- 
dant, then at least one pair can be removed without altering the query capacity. 
Since views are finite, this process can be repeated until one is left with a nonredun- 
dant view. This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1.4. For each view there exists an equivalent nonredundant view. 
A nonredundant view might be likened to a basis of a vector space, since each is 
a minimal, not necessarily unique, generator of a closed set. However, the analogy 
is not complete. Every basis of a vector space contains the same number of 
elements, whereas the corresponding assertion, as is now shown, does not hold for 
nonredundant views. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.5. Let 9 = {q} be a database schema, S, = naB(q), S2 = n,,(q), 
and S=S,wS,. Let V={(S,A)} and W={(Si,J.,), (&,A,)} be views of 9. 
Obviously, W dominates Y. Also, 9’” dominates W since Si = n,,(S) and 
S2 = n,,(S). Therefore V and W are equivalent. Clearly, Y is nonredundant. 
Furthermore, W is nonredundant since both S, and S, are nonredundant in 
{S,, S,}. Thus, V and W are equivalent nonredundant views with different sizes. 
The previous example showed that equivalent m.r. views need not contain the 
same number of elements. However, the next result states that there is a bound on 
the number of elements in every m.r. view equivalent to a given view. This result 
has important consequences concerning the ability of views to represent arbitrary 
closed query sets. The result follows from a key fact stated in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1.6. For each query set Y such that 9’ = y for some finite query set 5, 
there exists an integer n such that # (4?) < n for each nonredundant query set 28 
whose closure is Y. 
Proof Let Y = (T,J 1 < i < m}, where each T, is an m.r. template, and let 
n=CyCl #(RN(T,)). N ow suppose that g is a nonredundant query set whose 
closure is 9’. By Lemma 2.4.8, for each 1 < i 6 m, there exists a construction Ei + pi 
of T, from 98 such that # (Ei) < # ( Ti). Let 9&, = (Pi(r)1 q in RN(E,), 1 < i < m}. By 
definition of construction, 9$, c_ a. Also, Y c a,, since Ei -+ pi is a construction of T, 
from a0 for each 1 d i<m. Thus, Y = Y E a,,, by Lemma 1.5.3, cg = Y. 
Therefore g0 = 9, whence &, =99. (Otherwise, W would be redundant, by 
Proposition 3.1.3.) Finally, 
#(g)= #(%,)G #({r]inRN(E,)(l<i<m)) by definition of &&,, 
~#((?inRN(T,)IlQi~m}) by definition of the E,, 
<n. A 
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THEOREM 3.1.7. For each view Y”, there exists an integer n such that # (W) < n 
for all nonredundant views W equivalent to V. 
Proof Let Y= {(T,,~i)ll<iQm} and F= {Sill <i<m}. Let n be as in 
Lemma 3.1.6 and suppose W = { (Ej, S)I 1 <i < k) is a nonredundant view such 
that Cap(W)=Cap(V”). Let 9Y= {Ejl 1 <j<k}. Note that #(a)= #(W)=k. 
Since W is nonredundant, 99 is nonredundant. By Lemma 3.1.6, # (99) d n. Thus, 
#(W)<n. &J 
Thus, no collection of equivalent nonredundant views can contain views with 
arbitrarily many relations. 
By Lemma 3.1.6, every set which is the closure of a finite query set is not the 
closure of an infinite nonredundant query set. Therefore, a closed query set Y falls 
into one of three disjoint categories: 
(i) Y is the closure of a finite nonredundant query set, 
(ii) 9’ is the cl osure of an infinite nonredundant query set, and 
(iii) Y is not the closure of any nonredundant query set. 
By Theorem 3.1.4, category (i) contains the query capacity of every view. It can 
be shown that category (ii) is not empty. No member of category (iii) is known. To 
better understand the significance of these categories, consider the following decree 
by the database administrator: 
Casual users shall be capable of requesting every query save those which return values for 
sensitive attributes such as salary or credit rating. 
This decree describes a strict closed subset of the database queries. In general, this 
subset belongs to category (ii). Therefore this decree cannot be implemented using 
views. The lesson is that desirable restrictions on database users (such as the above 
decree) will specify an infinite query set, closed or not. The view mechanism can 
only hope to provide the smallest closed query set containing this desired one. Even 
then, the smallest closed query set containing this desired one is not necessarily 
finitely generated. 
3.2. Essential Tagged Tuples and Query Capacity 
By definition, the expression mapping produced by an m.r. expression template is 
totally dependent on the tagged tuples in the template. By Theorem 1.5.2, the query 
capacity of a view is totally dependent on the expression mappings defining the 
view. Thus, the query capacity of a view is totally dependent on the tagged tuples in 
the underlying templates. In this subsection (and the next), we investigate this 
dependence for the purpose of ascertaining how the (non)redundancy of a template 
arises from its tagged tuples. In particular, we introduce the notion of an essential 
tagged tuple and present a sufficient condition for a template to be nonredundant 
based on that concept. (A tagged tuple t in a template T of a query set g is “essen- 
tial” if r is involved in every construction of Q from @ for some query Q in the 
closure of &I.) This condition is also necessary, but the proof requires the notion of 
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essential connected component defined in the next subsection. The present subsec- 
tion also contains a characterization of when a tagged tuple of a template T in a 
query set g is essential in terms of constructions of T from 9. This characterization 
is used extensively in the next subsection. 
Before defining essential tagged tuples, let us consider a construction E + fi of a 
template Q from a query set g. If r is a tagged tuple and (E, r ) E is in E -+ j3 for 
some E in E, then r plays a part in defining the set E--f p. However, there may exist 
a homomorphismffrom Q to E --) /? such that f(Q) contains no tagged tuple of the 
form (E, z)~. It is not difficult to show that a subset S of E + /I is equivalent to Q if 
and only if S contains a homomorphic image of Q. Thus, f( Q) 3 Q = E + /I, so that 
the tagged tuples in f(Q) completely determine the mapping of E -+ /I. Since there 
are no tagged tuples in f(Q) of the form (E, z), it is clear that z does not 
necessarily play a role in determining the mapping of the construction E + 8. This 
leads to the following notion. 
DEFINITION. A construction with exhibited homomorphism (abbreviated exhibited 
construction) of a template Q from a query set a is a pair (E + fl,f), where E -+ fi is 
a construction of Q from 99 and f is a homomorphism from Q to E -+ /?. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1. Let 9 = {S, T} be a query set, where S and T are the templates 
shown in Figs. 2a and b, respectively. Let E be the template shown in Fig. 2c. Let p 
be a template assignment such that b(J,) = S and /I(&) = P(&) = T for the relation 
names i,, II,, and 1,. Then E -+ fl is the template given in Fig. 2d. Let f be a 
homomorphism such that f(a,) = (sZ, a,), f(az) = (Ed, a,), f(b,) = b,, and 
f(cJ= (Q, cl>. Then f(r,)= (E,, c-J~), f(~d= (G, z3>, and f(z3)= (G, z3). 
Thus, f is a homomorphism from T to E -+ b. It is easy to see that there exists a 
homomorphism from E + /I to T. Hence, by Corollary 2.4.2, E + /I is a construction 
of T from $8. Thus, (E + fl,f) is an exhibited construction of T from %Y. 
We are now ready to define essential tagged tuples. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a template in a query set .9#. A tagged tuple z in T is essen- 
tial if there exists a query Q in the closure of g such that for each exhibited con- 
struction (E --+ P,f) of Q from Z8, f(p) = ((e, A), z)~ for some p in Q and (e, 1) in 
E with /I(n) = T. 
Thus, r is essential if every construction of some query in a depends on r. The 
condition j?(n) = T guarantees that r plays a part in the construction by virtue of 
being a tagged tuple in T. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.2. Consider the tagged tuple r3 in the template T of the query set 
g as given in Example 3.2.1. Let (E+ P,f) b e an arbitrary exhibited construction 
of T from 99. Let f(~~) = ((e, A), o) for some (e, A) in E and cr in P(n). Since 
homomorphisms preserve distinguished symbols, ((e, A), o ), and therefore 0, must 
01 = 
71 = 
72 = 
73 = 
El = 
e-2 = 
63 = 
< Cl,Ul >= 
< Q,?l > = 
< E2,72 > = 
< C2,73 > = 
< Q,71 > = 
< C3,?2 > = 
< c3,53 > = 
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A 
OA 
B 
OB 
a: S 
C 
Cl 
, RN, 
, vl:AB 
OA 
al 
=2 
bl 
bl 
OB 
b: T 
c2 
OC 
OC 
, rl,:AB 
, q2:ABC 
, q2:ABC 
0 A 
a3 
a4 
b2 
b 
OB 
c: E 
C3 
OC 
OC 
, Xr:AB 
, A2:ABC 
, A3:ABC 
OA b2 -c fl,Cl > 
a3 < cdl > -c f2,Cz > 
< c2,al > < c&l > oc 
< c2,a2 > bz OC 
a4 < ah > -c Q&2 > 
< c3,al > < 01 > OC 
< aa > OB OC 
d: T-+/9 
FIG. 2. Example of exhibited construction. 
, rll:AB 
, v,:AB 
, q,:ABC 
, n2:ABC 
, rl,:AB 
, n2:ABC 
, q,:ABC 
contain the symbols 0, and 0,. Since t3 is the only tagged tuple in 99 containing 
both 0, and O,, 0 = r3. Thus, r3 is an essential tagged tuple. 
Consider an essential tagged tuple t in a template T of a query set %Y. Suppose 
there is a construction of T from ?8 not depending on r. Intuitively, a construction 
of a query Q which involves T can be modified using the above construction of T to 
produce a construction of Q not depending on r. Thus r is not essential, a con- 
tradiction. This suggests that the essential tagged tuples of T can be characterized in 
terms of constructions of T itself. (See Proposition 3.2.6 below.) A concept 
necessary for this characterization is that of self descendence of a tagged tuple. In 
order to define self descendence, the notions of T-block, immediate descendent, and 
lineage of a tagged tuple are needed. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a template in a query set g and (E + P,f) an exhibited 
construction of Q from g. Let E + fl= U (P,~jEE<(e, 11, B(~)>E. If B(n)= T, then 
((e, A), P(n)>,= ((e, A), T)E is called a T-block. 
An example of a T-block can be found in Example 3.2.1. The second, third, and 
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fourth tagged tuples of the template E -+ /I shown in Fig. 2d comprise the T-block 
(sZ, T). The last three tagged tuples comprise the T-block (s3, T). Using T-blocks 
we now define immediate descendent. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a template in a query set 99, (E + /?,f) an exhibited con- 
struction of Q from 99, and p a tagged tuple in Q. Iff(p) = ((e, A), a), is in a T- 
block, then 0 is in T and is called the immediate descendent of p w.r.t. T and 
(E+P,fh 
Note that the condition “0 in T” does not necessarily imply that (T is the 
immediate descendent of r, since “a in T” does not imply that ( (e, A), p(A)) E is a 
T-block. 
For an example of an immediate descendent, recall Example 3.2.1. The immediate 
descendent of rz w.r.t. T and (E -+ /3, f) is r3. The immediate descendent of rj is r3. 
The tagged tuple r, has no immediate descendent w.r.t. T and (E + /3, f ). 
Using immediate descendence, we now define lineage and self descendence. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a template in a query set B and (E + /I, f) an exhibited 
construction of T from a. For each tagged tuple r in T, define ri, i 3 0, as follows: 
r0 is r and ri is the immediate descendent of riPI if it exists. Two cases arise: 
(i) There exists k > 0 such that rk is defined and rk + i is not. In this case, the 
finite (possibly null) sequence z,, r z,..., tk is called the lineage of t. 
(ii) For each i 2 0, ri is defined. In this case, the infinite sequence pi, rZ,..., is 
called the lineage of z. If r is a member of its own lineage, then r is called self- 
descendent w.r.t. (E + j3, f ), 
The fact that templates are finite implies that if r has infinite lineage, then there 
exist m, n 2 1 such that the lineage of t is r, ,..., T,, r, + , ,..., r, +,,, r, + , ,..., r m+n,“” 
In Example 3.2.1, the lineage of r1 is null while the lineage of t2 and 23 is r3, TV,.... 
Clearly, r3 is self-descendent. 
We shall show below that a tagged tuple is essential if and only if the tagged 
tuple is self-descendent with respect to each exhibited construction. To prove this 
two lemmas are needed. The first lemma implies that template substitution is an 
“associative” operation. The proof (omitted) follows easily, although tediously, 
from the uniqueness properties of marked symbols. 
LEMMA 3.2.3. Let y and /I be template assignments over U, and let y +/I be the 
template assignment defined by [y + j?](q) = y(q) + /I for each r] in RN,. Then for 
all m.r. templates E over U, there exists an isomorphism f from E + (y -+ 8) to 
(E-y)+/3 such that 
f(<(ely Ah <P, o)yc~~)E)= (<(el, A), P)E, a>~~ 
for each tagged tuple ( (el, A), (p, r~)~(~))~ in E + (y + fi), where p = (r, 6). 
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The second lemma involves the “transitivity” of exhibited constructions. To state 
the second lemma, the notions of child and non T-block child are needed. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a template in a query set B, (E + /?,f) an exhibited con- 
struction of Q from B, p a tagged tuple in Q, and f(p) = ((e, A), c)~. The tagged 
tuple CJ is called the child of p w.r.t (E + P,f). Iff(p) is not in a T-block, then ~7 is 
called the non-T-block child of p w.r.t. T and (E + /?, f ). 
Note that every p in Q has a child which is either an immediate descendent or a 
non-T-block child. Also note that the last member of a finite lineage has a non-T- 
block child. 
In Example 3.2.1, T, and r2 have children o1 and z3, respectively. In addition, g1 
is a non-T-block child. 
LEMMA 3.2.4. Let T be a template in a query set B over U, (E, + PI, f,) an 
exhibited construction of Tfrom 98, and Q a template in a. For each exhibited con- 
struction (E + j, f) of Q f rom 9, there exists an exhibited construction (E, + /I, fi) 
of Q from B such that the folowing holds for each p in Q: 
(i) If p has the non-T-block child o w.r.t. T and (E -+ b, f ), then p has the 
non-T-block child IS w.r.t. T and (E, --) p, fz). 
(ii) If (a) p has the immediate descendent r w.r.t. T and (E -+ a, f) and (b) T 
has the non-T-block child u w.r.t T and (E, -+ /3,,f,), then p has the non-T-block 
child o w.r.t. T and (E, -+ /I, fi). 
(iii) If (a) p has the immediate descendent t w.r.t. T and (E -+ /I, f) and (b) t 
has the immediate descendent o w.r.t. T and (E, + a,, f, ), then p has the immediate 
descendent o w.r.t. T and (E2 + /I, fi). 
Proof Intuitively, the proof proceeds as follows: For each (e, 1) in E the 
corresponding subset ((e, A), P(n)) E in E + /? is replaced by a template whose 
tagged tuples are marked by (e, 1). In particular, each T-block ((e, A), T)E is 
replaced by ((e, A), E, + p, )E, while subsets of the form ((e, A), S),, S # T, are 
replaced by ((e, A), R, -+ j3)E, where Ri, + p- S and RA depends on 2. The 
associative property of the previous lemma is then used to transform this modified 
substitution into a construction of Q from 9. The latter construction has the 
desired properties. 
Formally, since the relation names occurring in E, + fil are not necessarily the 
relation names occurring in E,, the relation names occurring in E, can be changed 
and fi, altered in such a way that RN(E,) + RN(E) is empty and the template 
E, + fil is not affected. Thus we may assume that /?i = /?. 
For each I in RN(E), let rl be a tuple in Tup( U) such that r,(A) = 0, if A in 
R(A), and r,(A) is a nondistinguished symbol otherwise. Let pA be the tagged tuple 
(rA, A) and R, the m.r. template {pA}. Note that R,= z,(,)(A). Thus, R, is an 
expression template. Since p1 contains all the distinguished symbols of p(n), 
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RL -+ fi = j?(J). Let y be a template assignment such that for all i in RN(E) : (1) 
y(l)= E, if P(n)= T, and (2) y(l)= RA if j?(n) # T. Let y + fi be the template 
assignment defined in Lemma 3.2.4. Note that [y + b](n) G p(n) for all I in RN(E). 
(Indeed, if j?(L)=T, then [Y~P](~,)=~(~)-+P=E,-,P=E,~P,-T=P(~). 
And, if P(n) # T, then [y +/?](A) = y(A) -+ /I = R, + BE p(n).) Therefore, 
(a) Q-E~p~E~(yj8)-(E-ty)-,p, h w ere the last equivalence is by 
Lemma 3.2.4 and Corollary 2.4.2. It is tedious, though not difficult, to show that 
there exists a homomorphism g from E + B to E + (y + p) such that the following 
holds for each ((ei,A), o)E in E+P: If W-1 = T, then s(<(el, 21, oh) = 
((e,, A),fl(a)>E; and if P(n)+ T, then g(((el, 11, a>,)= ((e,, A), +,I, CJ.)~;.)P 
Let h be the isomorphism of E + (y + /?) and (E + y) -+ p as in Lemma 3.2.4. Then 
for each p in Q, with f(p) = ((ei, A), (T)~, the following holds: 
(b) If B(n)= T, then Mf(p)))= (((e,,~),&I)E,02)E-y, where f(o)= 
(E~, o2 jEy and 
(~1 if B(l)+ T7 then hk(f(p)))= <<(e,, Ah P;.)~, c>~-~. 
From (a) ((E -+ y) --+ /?, h ogof) is an exhibited construction of Q from %9. Let 
E, = E+ y andf, = hogof: Then (i) holds by (c), and (ii) and (iii) hold by (b). n 
We are now ready to state the characterization of essential tagged tuples. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.5. A tagged tuple z in a template T of a query set 9 is essential 
if and only if z is self descendent w.r.t. each exhibited construction of T from g. 
Proof Consider the “if’ part. Let z in T be self-descendent with respect to each 
exhibited construction of T from g. By definition of essential tagged tuple, it suf- 
fices to show that for each exhibited construction (E + /?, f) of T from 2 there is a 
tagged tuple p in T such that f(p) = ((e, A), z)~ with p(1) = T. Suppose that 
(E + /?, f) is an exhibited constructed of T from 98. Then z is self-descendent w.r.t 
(E + fi, f ). Therefore there exists an integer n 2 1 such that zi, r2,..., T, are the first 
n members of the lineage of r and ~~ = r. Let p = 7nP 1 if n > 1 and p = r otherwise. 
By definition of lineage, f (p) = ((e, A), z)~ for some (e, 1) in E with /3(n) = T. 
To see the “only if’ part we shall prove the contrapositive. Suppose there exists 
an exhibited construction of T from a such that z is not self-descendent. It suffices 
to produce an exhibited construction (E, + pl, f,) of T from 98 such that z is not 
the child of a tagged tuple in T. (Indeed, suppose Q is in the closure of 5g and 
(E-P /?, f) is an exhibited construction of Q from g. By (ii) of Lemma 3.2.4, there 
exists an exhibited construction of Q from 9 such that r is not the child of a tagged 
tuple in Q. Since Q is arbitrary, r is not essential. This establishes the con- 
trapositive.) To this end, let (E + /I, f) b e an exhibited construction of T from g 
such that r is not self-descendent. Thus, z appears at most once in the lineage of o 
for each o in T. Let n be the maximum integer such that z, = z for some o in T and 
zi, r2,..., 5, the initial part of the lineage of 0. By Lemma 3.2.4, with T playing the 
role of both Q and T, there exists an exhibited construction (E, + p, fi) of T such 
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that if G is in T with lineage ti, TV, z3,... w.r.t. (E+ /I, f) then o has lineage 
z2, t4, 76~. w.r.t. (E, + j?, f2). By applying Lemma 3.2.4 log,(n) more times, an 
exhibited construction is produced such that r is not the child of a tagged tuple in 
T. A 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for a view to be non- 
redundant. 
COROLLARY 3.2.6. Let g be the query set of a view -Y. If a template T in 9? con- 
tains an essential tagged tuple, then T is nonredundant in &J. Furthermore, if each 
template in 98 contains an essential tagged tuple, then Y is nonredundant. 
Proof: Let T be a member of g and t and essential tagged tuple in T. Sup- 
pose T is redundant. Then there exists a construction E + /I of T from %Y - (T}. 
Thus, b(A) # T for each 1 in RN(E). Since E + /I is a construction of T, Tr E -+ p. 
By Corollary 2.4.2, there exists a homomorphism f from T to E + fi. Clearly, 
(E + /?, f) is an exhibited contruction of T from 9?. Since /?(A) # T for each 1 in 
RN(E), z does not have an immediate descendent and is therefore not self-descen- 
dent, a contradiction of Proposition 3.2.5. 
Now suppose each template in 98 contains an essential tagged tuple. Then each 
template in 9I is nonredundant, By definition, V is nonredundant. a 
3.3. Essential Connected Components of Nonredundant Views 
In Subsection 3.2, we saw that the existence of a query in a query capacity can 
unavoidably depend on the existence of a particular tagged tuple. We also saw 
(Corollary 3.2.6) that in such a case the template containing this tagged tuple was 
nonredundant. It turns out that these essential tagged tuples work in groups called 
essential connected components. In this subsection, we introduce the notion of an 
essential connected component of a template. We show that each reduced tem- 
plate T defining a nonredundant view Y contains at least one essential connected 
component. A corollary then provides a characterization of when a view contains 
no redundancy in terms of essential connected components. This result provides the 
underlying reason why each relation in a nonredundant view makes a unique con- 
tribution to the query capacity. A second result shows that the set of essential 
tagged tuples in T is exactly the union of the essential connected components. That 
is, there are no stray essential tagged tuples; each one belongs to some essential 
connected component. A final result shows that the set of essential tagged tuples of 
a template are “sufficient” in the sense that for each query in Cap(V) there is a con- 
struction such that all immediate descendents ale essential tagged tuples. Thus, the 
tagged tuples in the essential connected components of a template are really the 
only ones needed to construct the queries of Cap(V). 
Connected components are the equivalence classes of a specific equivalence 
relation on templates. This equivalence relation is defined below. 
DEFINITION. Let T be an m.r. template. Let LT be the binary relation on T 
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defined as follows: (r, , r2) is in L, if and only if ri and z2 share a nondistinguished 
symbol.6 If (ri, z2) is in L,, then ti and z2 are said to be linked. Let C, be the 
reflexive transitive closure of L,. 
Obviously, C, is symmetric, so C, is an equivalence relation. If (r,, r2) is in CT, 
then ri and r2 are said to be connected. 
DEFINITION. For each m.r. template T, the equivalence classes of C, are called 
the connected components of T. 
In Example 3.2.1, the tagged tuples r1 and tl are linked by virtue of the symbol 
6,. Also, {r,, rz} and {r3} are the connected components of T. 
The notion of an essential connected component is now defined. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a member of a query set 9J. An essential connected com- 
ponent of T is a connected component C of T such that each tagged tuple in C is 
essential. 
In Example 3.2.2, it was shown that z3 is an essential tagged tuple. Thus (r3} is 
an essential connected component of T. 
The first theorem below shows that each reduced template defining a nonredun- 
dant view contains an essential connected component. To establish this result four 
lemmas are needed. Their proofs (omitted) can be found in [9]. The first gives 
some properties of exhibited homomorphisms. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let T be a reduced member of a query set 98 and (E + /I, f) an 
exhibited construction of Tfrom B?. Then 
(i) f is one-one on the tagged tuples in T and 
(ii) a symbol v in T is distinguished if and only if f (v) is distinguished. 
The second lemma shows a relationship between linked tagged tuples and 
immediate descendents. 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Let T be a reduced member of a query set 58, (E -+ p, f) an 
exhibited construction of Tfrom .5&Y, T a self-descendent member of T with immediate 
descendent z 1 , and a # 7 a member of T such that a and z are linked. Then a has an 
immediate descendent a,, ai # z i, aI and t 1 are linked, and f (T) and f (a) are in the 
same T-block. 
The notions of immediate descendent, lineage, and self-descendence are now 
extended to subsets of a template (e.g., connected components) as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a reduced member of a query set B, (E + /?, f) an 
exhibited construction of T from 99, and S a subset of T. If each member of S has 
6 Clearly, L, is symmetric. 
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an immediate descendent w.r.t. (E + b,f), then (t’ 1 r’ is the immediate descendent 
of some z in S} is called the immediate descendent of S w.r.t. (E+ /?,S). 
In Example 3.2.1, the set {r2, rX} has immediate descendent {r3}. The set 
b,> 7,} has no immediate descendent since z1 has none. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a reduced member of a query set 5? and (E-+ P,f) an 
exhibited construction of T from 9. For each subset S of T, define Si, i> 0, as 
follows: S, is S and Si is the immediate descendent of Sip, if it exists. Two cases 
arise: 
(i) There exists k > 0 such that Sk is defined and S,, I is not. In this case, the 
finite (possibly null) sequence S,, S2,..., Sk is called the lineage of S. 
(ii) For each i>O, Si is defined. In this case, the infinite sequence S1, S2,,.., is 
called the lineage of S. If S is a member of its own lineage, then S is called self- 
descendent w.r.t. (E + j3, f ). 
Note that S is self-descendent if and only if each 7 in S is self-descendent. In 
Example 3.2.1, the set {73} is self-descendent. 
LEMMA 3.3.3. Let T be a reduced member of a nonredundant query set B and 
(E -+ b, f) an exhibited construction of T from a, Then 
and (i) th 
ere exists a tagged tuple 7. in T which is self descendent w.r.t. (E -+ /3, f ), 
(ii) for each self-descendent tagged tuple 7 in T, there exists a connected com- 
ponent C of T containing a member of the lineage of 7 such that f (C) c (E, T)s for 
some T-block (1, TjE. 
The fourth lemma gives a sufficient condition for a connected component to be 
its own immediate descendent. 
LEMMA 3.3.4. Let T be a reduced member of a query set %?. For each exhibited 
construction (E+P,f) of Tf rom 98 and each connected component C of T such that 
f(C) is a subset of some T-block (8, TjE, f(C)= (E, C>, for some E in E. 
We are now ready to establish the first result about the relationship between 
essential connected components and nonredundancy. Theorem 3.3.5 below shows 
that every reduced template defining a nonredundant view contains a tagged tuple 
which is essential, i.e., is involved in every construction of some query in the query 
capacity. 
THEOREM 3.3.5. Let {(T,, nj)l 1 Q j 6 k} be a nonredundant view, where each T, is 
reduced, 1 <j < k. Then each Ti contains an essential connected component, 1 <j < k. 
Proof By definition of nonredundant view, 64? = {T, 11 <j d k} is a nonredun- 
dant query set. Let T be a reduced template in 8 and C, ,..., C, the connected com- 
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ponents of T. Suppose that for each 1 < i < n, there exists an exhibited construction 
(Ei + fi;,fi) of T from g such that fi(Ci) is not a subset of a T-block of Ei + /Ii. 
Since Tz Ei + pi, there exist homomorphisms gi from Ei-+ pi to T, 1 <i< n. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the nondistinguished symbols and 
the relation names of Ei do not appear in E,, 1 6 i < j< n. Let E’ = U;= i Ei. By 
Proposition 2.1.2, E’ = E, w . . . w E, and thus is an m.r. expression template. 
Let p’ be a template assignment such that /?‘(A) = P,(A) if A is in RN(E,). Since the 
RN(E,) are disjoint, B’ is well defined. Let f’ be a homomorphism defined on each 
nondistinguished symbol u in T by f’(o) = (E;, (T;)~, where u is in Ci c T and 
f;(U) = (Ed, G;)~,. Since each nondistinguished symbol appears in at most one con- 
nected component of T, f’ is well defined. Obviously,f’ is a homomorphism from T 
to E’ -+ /I’. Let g’ be a homomorphism defined on each symbol ( (e, A), a) E’ in 
E’ -+ /I’ by g’( ((e, A), u)~) = gi( ((e, A), a),), where A is in RN(E,). It is not dif- 
ficult to show that g’ is a well-defined homomorphism from E’ +/Y to T. By 
Corollary 2.4.2, T = E’ + p’. Clearly, (E’ - /?‘,f’) is an exhibited construction of T 
from 98’. 
Suppose there exists i such that f’(C,) is a subset of a T-block, i.e., f’( Ci) c 
((e, A),/?(A)),., where/?(A)= T.Thenf,(C,)~ ((e,A), /?(A)),,acontradictionsince 
f, was chosen so that fi(C,) is not a subset of a T-block. Thus, for each 1 6 i < n, 
f’(C,) is not a subset of a T-block, a contradiction of Lemma 3.3.3. Therefore, there 
exists a connected component, call it C, of T such that f(C) is contained in a T- 
block for each exhibited construction (E -+ /?,f) of T from g:. 
By Lemma 3.3.4, f(C) = (E, C), for each exhibited construction (E -+ /?,f) of T 
from 98. By (i) of Lemma 3.3.1, every tagged tuple in C is self descendent w.r.t. each 
exhibited construction of T from B. By Proposition 3.2.6, every tagged tuple in C is 
essential. Thus, C is an essential connected component of T. A 
Using Theorem 3.3.5 and Corollary 3.2.6, the following characterization of non- 
redundant views in terms of essential connected components is easily obtained. 
(Proof omitted.) 
COROLLARY 3.3.6. Let V be a view which is defined by a set 98 of reduced tem- 
plates. Then V is nonredundant if and only if each template in g contains an essential 
connected component. 
Our next result shows that the set of essential tagged tuples in T is exactly the 
union of the essential connected components. 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let T be a reduced member of a nonredundant query set 99 and 
zO an essential tagged tuple in T. Then z,, is in an essential connected component of T. 
Proof Let r0 belong to the connected component C,. Suppose C, is not essen- 
tial. Then there exists a tagged tuple c in Co such that g is not essential. By 
Proposition 3.2.5, there exists an exhibited construction (E + /I, f) of T from g 
such that cr is not self-descendent. Since r. is essential, to is self descendent. By 
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Lemma 3.3.3, there exists a connected component C of T containing a member z, of 
the lineage of z,, such that f(C) E (E, T)E for some T-block (E, TjE. By 
Lemma 3.3.4, f(C) = (E, C),. Since t,, is self-descendent, z0 is in the lineage of 7,. 
Since z, is in C and f(C) = (E, C),, the lineage of r, is contained in C. Thus, z0 is 
in C and C = C,. By (i) of Lemma 3.3.1, each tagged tuple in C is self-descendent, a 
contradiction since (r is not self-descendent. Therefore, C, is an essential connected 
component. A 
COROLLARY 3.3.8. Let T be a reduced member of a nonredundant query set !4? 
and (E - j3, f) an exhibited construction of Tfrom g. Then the immediate descendent 
w.r.t. T and (E + b, f) of each essential tagged tuple in T is also essential. 
Proof Let z0 be an essential tagged tuple in T. By Theorem 3.3.7, z,, is in an 
essential connected component of T, say C. By definition of essential tagged tuple, 
f (To) is in some T-block (E, T)E. By Lemma 3.3.2 and fact that C is an essential 
connected component, f(C) is a subset of (E, T),. By Lemma 3.3.4, the immediate 
descendent of T,, is in C. Since each tagged tuple in an essential connected com- 
ponent is essential, the immediate descendent of z. is essential. A 
The final result about the relationship between essential connected components 
and nonredundancy shows that for each query in the query capacity of a nonredun- 
dant view there exists a construction in which only essential tagged tuples play a 
significant role. 
THEOREM 3.3.9. Let @ be a nonredundant query set and Q a template in 3. For 
each reduced template T in a’, there exists an exhibited construction (E--f p, f) of Q 
from 2# such that the immediate descendent with respect to T and (E -+ fl, f) of each 
tagged tuple in Q is an essential tagged tuple of T. 
Proof: Let T be a reduced template in g and S= {g,,..., ck} the set of tagged 
tuples in T which are not essential. By definition of essential, there exist exhibited 
constructions (Ei -+ /Ii,fi) of T from g such that the child of oi w.r.t. (Ei -+ /Ii, fj) is 
a non-T-block child for each 1 < i < k. Let (R + fl, f) be an exhibited construction 
of Q from g,. Let n be the number of tagged tuples in Q which have an immediate 
descendent in S w.r.t. T and (E + /I, f ). If n = 0, then the theorem obviously holds. 
Suppose n > 0. It suffices to produce (from (E -+ p, f) and the ( Ei + /?,, f.)) an 
exhibited construction (E’ -+ /3, f’) such that the number of tagged tuples in Q 
which have an immediate descendent in S w.r.t. T and (E’ -+ p, f’) is strictly less 
than n. 
Since n > 0, there exists p in Q and oj in S such that aj is the immediate descen- 
dent of p w.r.t. T and (E + /I, f ). Let (E’ -+ /?, f’) be the exhibited construction of Q 
from 9 obtained from (E --+ /I, f) and (E, + Bj,f;) in Lemma 3.2.4. By 
Corollary 3.3.8, the immediate descendent of an essential tagged tuple is essential. 
Thus, by (iii) of Lemma 3.2.4, if p, in Q has an immediate descendent w.r.t. T and 
(E + /?, f) which is essential, then p, has an immediate descendent w.r.t. T and 
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(E’ + B, f’) which is essential. By (i) of Lemma 3.2.4, if p, has a non-T-block child 
w.r.t. (E-t/?, f), then p1 has a non-T-block child w.r.t. (E’+/?,f’). By (ii) of 
Lemma 3.2.4, the child of p w.r.t. (E’ -+ B,f’) is a non-T-block child, since aJ- has a 
non-T-block child w.r.t. T and (E, + /3,,f;). Therefore, the number of tagged tuples 
in Q which have an immediate descendent in S w.r.t. T and (E’ -+ P,f’) is strictly 
less than n. n 
As an example of Theorem 3.3.9, consider Example 3.2.1. The exhibited construc- 
tion (E -+ /?,f) of T from g has the property that the immediate descendent z3 of r2 
and r3 is essential (by Example 3.2.3). Since cr, is the only tagged tuple in S, (T, 
must be the essential tagged tuple of S guaranteed by Theorem 3.3.5. Therefore, the 
immediate descendent of T, is also essential. Since g1 is the only tagged tuple in g 
containing 0, and O,, every exhibited construction of S from g must yield crl as 
its own immediate descendent. Thus, every exhibited construction of S from .G@ has 
the property described in Theorem 3.3.9. 
The question arises as to whether a template T in a query set g can be replaced 
by the set To of essential tagged tuples of T. The answer is no! While Theorem 3.3.9 
can be used to show that the resulting query set dominates g, it can be shown (not 
done here) that %J does not always dominate the resulting query set. In particular, 
there may be no construction of To from a. 
4. A NORMAL FORM FOR VIEWS 
One important aspect of database theory is the study of various methods for the 
“decomposition” of a relation [ 13, 17, 18, 20-J. In this section we consider decom- 
position of the relations in a view for the purpose of converting views to a normal 
form. Basically, a decomposition of a relation is a collection of projections of the 
relation. While each projection is smaller and less complex than the original 
relation, collectively the projections retain the original information content. 
Typically, a single relation is decomposed using the presence of certain 
“constraints,” e.g., functional and/or multivalued dependencies. Our approach to 
decomposition differs from the traditional one in two ways. First, we do not con- 
sider explicitly imposed constraints. Since instantiations of a view are induced, each 
relation in a view is already constrained by the fact that it must be produced by an 
expression mapping. This implicit constraint alone may allow considerable decom- 
position. The second and more novel difference is the fact that each relation in a 
view is decomposed in the presence of the others. Therefore, a relation which is part 
of a view can be decomposed to the point where information would be lost if it 
were not for the ability of the other relations to make up for the loss. The potential 
of the other relations to recover this loss results from the fact that each relation is 
derived from the same underlying database. Thus, the relations are not necessarily 
independent. More simply, the relations in a view may satisfy an “inter-relational 
constraint.” 
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The investigation of various methods for deriving decompositions has frequently 
lead to useful normal forms for database schemata [3, 4, 8, 12, 14, 151. Indeed, our 
major motivation for studying decomposition of relations in a view is to present a 
normal form for views. Our discussion of view decomposition leads to the notion of 
“simplified” view. Simplified views are shown to be a natural normal form for views. 
In addition to being nondecomposable, the defining queries of a simplified view 
comprise the “simplest” set of queries which specify the view query capacity. We 
show that every view is equivalent to some simplified view. Thus, every view can be 
converted to normal form. In addition, we show that among all views equivalent to 
a given view exactly one is simplified. Therefore the normal form is unique. 
The section is divided into two subsections. In the first, we discuss our method of 
view decomposition and define the notion of simplified view. We then show that 
simplified views are nonredundant and that every view can be “decomposed” into a 
simplified view. In addition, an important characterization of simplified views is 
presented. In the second subsection, we show that simplified views are a unique (up 
to renaming of relation names) normal form for representing a view query capacity. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that simplified views always achieve the maximum 
size (shown to exist in Theorem 3.1.7) for nonredundant views of given query 
capacity. 
4.1. Simplified Views 
In this subsection we introduce the notion of simplified views. Intuitively, a sim- 
plified view is one which cannot be decomposed. Thus, before defining simplified 
views we must discuss how views can be decomposed. Traditionally [S], a relation 
Z over R can be decomposed if there is a sequence of relations ncx,(Z),..., xx,(Z) such 
that each Xj is strictly contained in R and 7cx1(Z) w . . +U xx,(Z) = I. That is, Z can be 
recreated (using the join operation) from a set of “proper” projections of I. A 
decomposition is then obtained by replacing Z with this set of projections. Now con- 
sider a view V = (( Ti, rli)l 1 <id n} and an induced instantiation ~1~ of Y. A 
decomposition of the set of relations (c+(~~)[ 1 < i < n} could be derived by replac- 
ing a relation, say a,(v],), with a set of proper projections as obtained in the 
traditional manner. However, this technique does not utilize the full flexibility 
which is available. For example, suppose a,(q,) cannot be decomposed in the 
traditional manner. Since the relations in { a,(r],)l 1 d i d n} are all obtained from CI 
by the Tj, the possibility exists that a,(ql) = n,(a,(q,))W ny(ay(qz)) for some 
relation schemes X and Y. If this were the case, then the projection of a,-(1,) onto 
X together with af(qz) would be sufficient to recreate (using join and projection) 
a+-(VI). (Clearly, there are many ways in which ay(ql) might be recreated from 
projections of a,(q,) and the other ay(r]!).) Informally then, a decomposition of 
av-(ql) may be possible “in the presence of” a+-(q2) even though a,(q,) is not 
traditionally decomposable. Since nx(ay(ql)) = nX(Tl(a)) = [7cxo T,](a), the query 
rcxo T, could be used to produce the relation 7-cx(av(ql)) from a. Thus, xx0 T, 
could be included as a defining query in a view which is to be a decomposition of 
571;33,2-IO 
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Y. As a concrete example let 9 be a database schema over {A, B, C, D}, 
s,=n,,,(ADwABC), ?,=x,,(ABW BC), t,=ACM BC, S=s,W AC, T=t,cu t,. 
Note that rrecD(S) c si and n,,(S) = (AC). Therefore relations obtained from S 
can be decomposed in the traditional manner, since 7cBCD(S) w zAC(S) z 
si w AC= S. It is easy to see that no such decomposition is possible for T. However, 
note that zAc( T) - t, w AC, zasc(S) = t, and 7cAC( T) w n,,,(S) = (tl w AC) W t, = 
t, w tz = T. Thus, if S and T are defining queries of a view, then T can be replaced 
by nAC(T) with no loss in query capacity even though T is not by itself 
decompsable. Notice that S and T form a nonredundant query set. A complete 
decomposition (simplified equivalent) is x,,,(S), rc,,&S) and rrAC( T). 
DEFINITION. For each expression mapping T and each relation scheme X 
properly contained in TRS( T), the expression mapping nX o T is called a proper pro- 
jection of T. 
Note that a proper projection of a proper projection of T is a proper projection 
of T. Let V = { ( Ti, vi)1 1 < i< n} be a view. Intuitively, a view $P” = ((S,, S)I Si is a 
proper projection of T, , 1 <j < m} u { ( Ti, vi)1 2 < i < n> is a decomposition of V if 
the closure of {Sj~1~j~m}u{Ti~2~i~n} equals the closure of {Till<i<n}. 
With this in mind, we define simplified views. 
DEFINITION. A member T of a query set Y is simple in Y if the closure of 
,Y - {T} u (T’ I T’ is a proper projection of T) is properly contained in Y’. The 
query set F is simplified if T is simple in Y for each T in Y. A view Y = { ( Ti, n ;) I 
1 < i < n} is simplified if { Ti I 1 6 i < n} is simplified. 
Thus, a view is simplified if for each query T defining the view, the proper projec- 
tions of T together with the remaining defining queries are not sutlicient to 
reconstruct T. That is, there is no possible decomposition of the view. The view PV 
of Example 3.1.5 is easily shown to be simplified. 
If a query T is simple in a query set Y-, then clearly T is nonredundant. Thus, 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Each simplified view is nonredundant. 
The view V of Example 3.1.5 is nonredundant but not simplified. Thus the con- 
verse of Theorem 4.1.1 is false. 
If a query T is not simple in a query set Y, then T can be replaced by the set of 
proper projections of T without altering the closure. The following lemma (proof 
omitted) shows that repeating this process eventually results in a collection of sim- 
ple queries. The lemma is then used to prove that every view can be simplified. 
LEMMA 4.1.2. For each finite query set Y, there exists a finite simplified query set 
Y such that 9 = 9 and for each S in 9 there exists a T in .Y such that S = 7c, o T 
for some XE TRS( T). 
THEOREM 4.1.3. For each view, there exists an equivalent simplified view. 
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Proof: Let V= ((Ti,qi)/ l<i<n} be a view and Y= {Till<i<n}. Let 
Y = { Si I 1 <j d m} be the simplified query set of Lemma 4.1.2. For each 1 <j 6 m, 
choose a unique relation name lj such that R(dj) = TRS(S,). Then the view 
{ (sj, Aj)I 1 <j< m} is a simplified view equivalent to V. n 
In Example 3.15, the view W is a simplified view equivalent to the view V. A 
view is simplified if each defining query is simple among all the defining queries. By 
Theorem 4.1.1, a view cannot be simplified if it is redundant. The following theorem 
characterizes when a query is simple in a nonredundant query set and, therefore, 
characterizes those nonredundant views which are simplified. 
THEOREM 4.1.4. A reduced template T in a nonredundant query set B over U is 
simple if and only if for each construction E + p of T from B, there exists an 
isomorphism between T and some T-block in E + /II. 
Proof To see the “if’ part, suppose T is not simple in &Y. Let Y = g - (T} u 
fw TI n, 0 T is a proper projection of T}. Then 9 = a. By Theorem 2.3.2, there 
exists a construction E + /I of T from Y. For each 1 in RN(E), let ri be a tuple in 
Tup( U) such that r,(A) = 0, if A in R(A), and r,(A) is a nondistinguished symbol 
otherwise. Let pj. be the tagged tuple (rl, 1) and R, the m.r. template {pj.}. Note 
that Rj. z OCR. Th us, R, is an expression template. Since pi. contains all the dis- 
tinguished symbols of /I(1), R, -+ /I = fl(,I). 
Let q be a relation name not in RN(E) such that R(q) = TRS( T). Let Q, the m.r. 
template { (rI, q)} for each A in RN(E) such that /I(n) is a proper projection of T. 
Note that Q = rcRcj,,(q). Thus, Qj. is an expression template. Let 8’ be a template 
assignment such that /3’(n) = T if P(n) is a proper projection of T and /?‘(A) = /?(A) 
otherwise. Since pi. contains all the distinguished symbols of B(n), Q, + /I’ = p(i). 
Let y be a template assignment such that for all 1 in RN(E), (1) y(J) = Q, if B(A) is 
a proper projection of T, and (2) ~(1.) = R, otherwise. Let y + p be the template 
assignment defined in Lemma 3.2.3. Note that [r + /I’](A) =/I(A) for all I in 
RN(E). (Indeed, if /?(A) is a proper projection of T, then [y -+ B’](n) = y(i) + /I’ = 
Qj. -+/Y-/?(1). And, if p(1) is not a proper projection of T, then [r-+@‘](n)= 
y(i) -+ /I’ = R, -+ /Y = P(J).) Therefore, T-E~p=E~(y~p’)=(E-ry)~p’, 
where the last equivalence is by Lemma 3.2.3 and Corollary 2.4.2. Since p’(A) is in 
$3 for each A in RN(E), (E + y ) + /3’ . is a construction of T from g. By hypothesis, 
there exists an isomorphism between T and some T-block ( ((e, A), (r, P))~, T)E+9 
of (E + y) + a’. Thus, /I(n) is a proper projection of T and R(L) = TRS( T), a con- 
tradiction since TRS(/?(A) = R(L). Thus the “if’ part holds. 
For the “only if’ part, let T be reduced and simple in !!J’, and E -+ /I a construc- 
tion of T from J?+?. By Corollary 2.4.2, there exists a homomorphism f from T to 
E + 8. Let C, ,..., C, be the connected components of T, with C, ,..., Ck the self- 
descendent connected components w.r.t. (E + B, f ). Then k 2 1 by Theorem 3.3.5, 
the definition of essential connected components, and Proposition 3.2.5. It suffices 
to show that 
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(A) TRS( T) = TRS(C,) for some j, 1 <j< k. Indeed, suppose (A) holds. An 
induction (using Lemma 3.3.2) on the tagged tuples in Cj shows that f(C,) is con- 
tained in some T-block (E, T) of E + 8. Since homomorphisms preserve dis- 
tinguished symbols, TRS( Cj) E TRS( (E, T)). Thus, TRS( Ci c TRS( {E} ). Hence, 
TRS(T) G TRS( {E}) by (A). Thus, (E, T) is merely a marked copy of T and there 
is obviously an isomorphism from T to (E, T). 
To see (A), suppose TRS(C,) is properly contained in TRS(T) for each i, 
1 < i< k. Let z be a tagged tuple of T. Then r has either null, finite, or infinite 
lineage w.r.t. (E + /?,f). If r has infinite lineage, then t has a self-descendent descen- 
dent since T is finite. By (ii) of Lemma 3.3.3 and by Lemma 3.3.4, z has a descen- 
dent in Ci for some i, 1 < i < k. Repeated application of Lemma 3.2.4 shows that 
there exists an exhibited construction (E, + fi,f,) of T from %J such that 
(*) if z in T has direct descendent zi w.r.t. (E, + b,f,), then T, is in Ciz for 
some i,, l<i,<k. 
For each i, 16 i< k, let ri be a tuple such that r,(A) = QA if A is in TRS(C,), and 
r,(A) is a new nondistinguished symbol otherwise. For each A in TRS(T), let rA be 
a tuple such that rA consists of new nondistinguished symbols except that 
rA(A) = 0,. Let q be a new relation name such that R(q) = TRS( T) and y a tem- 
plate assignment such that y(q) = T. Note that {(ri, ye)} + y z r~~~s(~,~o T and 
{(rA1 v)> +Y = nla) 0 T are proper projections of T for each i, 1 6 i < k, and each A 
in TWO, respectively. Let R= UIGiGk {(ri, VI> u UAETRScTj {(rA, s)}. BY (iii) of 
Algorithm 2.1.1 and by Proposition 2.1.2, 
is an expression template. By (ii) of Lemma 2.3.1, R + y can be expressed as a join 
of proper projections of T. Let /I’ be the template assignment defined by b’(A) = 
R-+Y if /I(A)= T, and /3’(n) = /?(A) otherwise. Since TRS(R, + y) = 
{A }, TRS( R -+ y) = TRS( T) and /I’ is well defined. It suffices to show 
(B) T- E, -+ /I’. Indeed, since R + y is a join of proper projections of T, 
E,-*~‘isaconstructionofTfrom~.(RecallthatY=~-{T}u{n,~T~x,~Tis 
a proper projection of T}.) Therefore, E, -+ b’ = T is in 9, a contradiction since T 
is simple in 99. Thus (A) holds. 
To see (B), remember that f, is a homomorphism from T to Es + p. For each 7 in 
T, let f,(z) = <(e,, Ah or)E,. By (*), if B(n,) = T, then (T, is in C, for some i, 
1 6 i, d k. It is not difficult to show that there exists a homomorphism f’ such that 
for all r in T, 
f’(r) = ((e,, A), <(ri,, rl), or)R)Es if /?(A,)= T 
and 
f’(z)= <(e,, A), ~,>.~=fs(~) otherwise. 
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(Indeed, suppose r contains 0,. If /I(&) # T, then clearly f’(r(A)) = 0,. Suppose 
p( A,) = T. Since fs is a homomorphism, (e,, A,)(A) = a,(A) = 0,. Since or is in Ci,, 
A is in TRS(C,). Hence, r,(A) = 0,. Thus, f’(z(A)) = 0, and f’ preserves dis- 
tinguished symbols. It is easy, though tedious, to show that f’ is well defined on 
symbols, ) Thus, f’ is a homomorphism from T to E, + p’. 
Let h be a homomorphism such that for all symbols u in E, -+ j?‘, 
h(u)= ((e, A), w),$ifu= ((e, A), w>,~, 
h(U)= ((e, A), wjEJifu= ((e, A), ((ri, rl), W>R>E~, 
h(u)= ((e, A), w)Esifu= ((e, A), ((rA, v), w>,>,,. 
It is easy to see that such a homomorphism exists. Then for all tagged tuples p in 
Es -+ P’, 
Thus, h is a homomorphism from E, + /I’ to E, -+ /I. By Corollary 2.4.2, there exists 
a homomorphism g, from E, + p to T. Hence, there are homomorphisms f ‘, h, and 
g, from T to E,+j3’, E,+fl’ to E,-+p, and E,+ /I to T, respectively. By 
Corollary 2.4.2, T = E,Y -+ p’ and (B) holds. A 
4.2. Uniqueness of Simplified Views 
In the previous subsection we introduced the notion of a simplified view and 
established some basic properties about it and query sets. In this subsection we con- 
tinue the investigation of simplified views by presenting three important results. We 
first show that every simplified view, equivalent to a given view, can be derived 
from the original using only the’operation of projection. We then prove that sim- 
plified views are a unique (up to renaming of relation names) normal form for 
views. Finally, we present a result which testifies to the naturalness of this normal 
form beyond he fact that simplified views are merely those which cannot be decom- 
posed. 
We have seen (Theorem 4.1.3) that each view V is equivalent to some simplified 
view, say 96’“. The proof of this fact (essentially Lemma 4.1.2) shows that the delin- 
ing queries of YV can be chosen to be projections of the defining queries of V. The 
following theorem shows that every simplified view equivalent to Y has this 
property. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. Let 9? be a query set and 9’ a simplljied query set such that 
9 = 8?. Then for each S in Y there exists some T in B and XG TRS( T) such that 
SElr,o T. 
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ProoJ: Let S be a reduced template representing a query in 9’. Since S is in B, 
there exists a construction E + y’ of S from a by Theorem 2.3.2. Similarly, for each 
i in RN(E) there exists a construction El --+/I). of r’(n) from Y. Since the E,‘s can 
be chosen with mutually disjoint relation names we may assume that each fil is the 
same template assignment, say /3. Let y be a template assignment such that 
y(l) = E, for each 1 in RN(E). Then y’(A) = [y -+ P](n) for each i in RN(E), where 
[y +/I] is the template assignment of Lemma 3.2.3. Thus, S= E + y’ - 
E -+ [y + p] = [E + y] -+ fl, the last equivalence by Lemma 3.2.3. Hence, 
[E -+ y ] + /I is a construction of S from Y. By Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.4, there 
exists an isomorphism between S and some S-block ( (E, p )E, S) E+ y in 
[E + y] + /I. By Lemma 3.2.3, there exists an isomorphism g between S and 
C&Y (P9 S)y(a))m where p=(r, 6). Since (E, <P, S)yc6j)E~ (6, [Y-*BI(~)>~, 
where E= (e, A), g is a homomorphism from S to (a, [y + p](i))E. Since 
E + (y --)/I) = S, there exists a homomorphism h from E--f (y --+/I) to S. Since 
(E, [~+fl](A))~~E+(y+fl), h is a homomorphism from (E, [~-+/?](i))~ to S. 
By Corollary2.4.2, S- (a, [~~B](~))~-71~~~({,))0[y~B](~) and the theorem 
holds. n 
It follows from Theorem 4.2.1 that if -Ilr is a simplified view equivalent to a view 
V, then every defining query of “PV must be a projection of some defining query of 
V. To illustrate, consider Example 3.1.5. As already noted, the view ?V is a sim- 
plified view equivalent to V. Observe that S, = zAB o S and S, = rcgco S. 
We are now ready to state a result showing that simplified views are unique up to 
the renaming of relation names. 
THEOREM 4.2.2. Let V= ((Ti, vi)1 1 <idn} and YV= {(S,, Aj)l 1 ~j~rn} be 
equivalent simpl$ed views. Then n = m and { Ti 1 1 < i G n} = {S, 1 1 <j 6 m}. 
Proof: Let F={T,ll<i6n} and 9’={S,ll<j<m}. By Theorem4.1.1, Y 
and Y are nonredundant. If n #m, then the larger of Y and ,Y is redundant by 
Theorem 4.2.1. Thus n = m. 
Let T be in Y. By Theorem 4.2.1, T= xx 0 S for some S in Y and XE TRS(S), 
and Sr~~o T’ for some T in Y and X’ c TRS( T’). Thus, T = xx0 zy 0 T’. Since Y 
is nonredundant, T = T’ and TRS( T) G X’. Thus, zY o T’ = T and T = S. Therefore, 
F G 9’. A symmetric argument shows that Y c Y-. n 
In conclusion, we present a result which supports the naturalness of view sim- 
plification as a normal form for views. From the definition, we know that a sim- 
plified view cannot be “decomposed” using projections. Thus, the defining queries 
of a simplified view are “atomic” relative to the operation of projection. However, a 
much stronger statement can be made. Suppose there exists a nonredundant view 
V equivalent to a simplified view -fir such that the number of defining queries of V 
is larger than YY. Intuitively, the defining queries of -Y- are, on the average, “sim- 
pler” then those of 9Y since none is redundant and there are more of them. The 
following theorem shows that the number of defining queries of V” cannot be larger 
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than W. Thus, the defining queries of a simplified view comprise the “simplest” set 
of nonredundant queries generating the view query capacity. 
THEOREM 4.2.3. Let W be a simpllyied view. Then no nonredundant view 
equivalent to W is larger. 
ProoJ Let W={(Sj,Aj)~l<j<m} and V={(Ti,~i)lldi<n} a nonredun- 
dant view equivalent to W. Let ,4P={SjIlQj<m} and F={T,ll<i<n}. Sup- 
pose n > m. Using Theorem 4.2.1, it is easy to show that -Y is, redundant, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore n < m. A 
Thus, a simplified view must achieve the maximum size (guarenteed by 
Theorem 3.1.7) for nonredundant views. By the remarks preceding the above 
theorem, no other view has “simpler” defining queries. To illustrate consider Exam- 
ple 3.1.5. The view -Y- = {(nAB(q) w n,,(q), A)} has the equivalent simplified view 
W= {(z,&v), A,), (X,,-(V), A,)}. Observe that the query defining V” contains the 
defining queries of W as “subexpressions.” Thus, W is a “simpler,” though larger, 
view representing the query capacity. 
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